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Presidential task force (or01ed by Board of Trustees
said that, " I will consult with the
By June Gazek
funded groups and Student
The Kean College Board of
Organization ." He added, " I will
Trustees at the October 20th
ask for recommendations from the
meeting directed Kean College
funded groups and I'll appoint inPresident Nathan Weiss to set up a
dividuals. The size of the task force
presidential task force to address the
will be approximately 15-20 people
issues concerning funding of stumost of which will be students dent groups. The Board of Trustees
there will be some faculty and adwas petitioned last May by the Black
ministrators." Weiss explained he
Student Union to release 12.1% of
will change the task force with the
the full -time students activity fees.
following responsibilities: To find
In July the Board of Trustees approved this proposal: 65% to go to the
out how responsive is the student
government to the diversity of the
Black Student Union and 35 % to
student population, funding equity
Student Organization for overhead
and the financial process, and finalcosts.
ly, how responsive are the other
However, the state attorney
funded groups to the diversity of this
generals office informed the Board
of Trustees that the July decision was · campus. The initial report by the
based on the use of percentages and task force will be due by December
that this was not legal. According to
9th and the final recommendations
President Weiss, funding by the use
will be due in February. These
reports will·be shared with all of the
of 'quota's' is not legal. This was
funded groups.
based onSupreme Court ruling and
Mixed feelings were aired by
state statutes. Essentially, the 65%
students about the idea of a
clause in the BSU proposal has
presidential task force. Stallings
been "thrown out the window" but
stated, "I do not like the idea of a
the other parts of the proposal remains intact.
task force because it takes a students
decision and debate away from
Vince Stallings, Vice President of
BSU, said that, " The decision for a students." He added that the
students chose to pay student activitask force was based upon the word
ty fees so the final decision belongs
of the state's attorney generals ofto students. And just because the
fice; the 'quota' system may have
task force was mandated by the
been unconstitutional but that is
Trustees does not mean that the
debatable. Debatable because the
BSU as a whole will comply. Dave
Bakke case loWS \le,Y controversial."
M cCarthy, Presfdent of tudem
The well known reverse discriminaOrganization felt that, "The final
tion case, regents of the University
decision should be with the student
of California v.. Bakke, the Supreme
council. After all , they are the
Court decided that giving
preferential treatment to any one elected body who must make decigroup because of race or ethnic sions of this magnitude." Mark
Goodman, Assistant Secretary of
origin was unconstitutional because
Student Organization said, he is
it used quotas.
opposed to the Board of Trustees
The task force President Wei ss

making the final decision. Council
is capable of making decisions.
Jeeva Sri, President of LS.A. said, "It
is a good idea for a task force
because Student Organization
needs to be restructured." Stanley
Matthews, President of BSU said
that the presidential task force is
satisfactory but it does take away the
power of the student government.
Student Organization is autonomous, the Board of Trustees is using power which they do not have.
The idea of a task force was originally raised by myself at the summit
meeting. Weiss commented that he
has no intention of dismantling the
student government.
There is also disagreement about
who will be on the presidential task
force. Weiss stated that at this time
the details of who have not been
worked out yet. When asked how
shoulcj the task force be structured
McCarthy said that it should consist
of members of each funded group
council members and possibly Student Organization executive board
members. Sri felt that the task force
should . be structure so that one

member from each of the major
funded groups (WKNJ, Memorabila,
Independent, Hotline and Squires),
members of student council and
one member from each of the
minority groups except for Proud
and S.C.S.C. should have between
both groups one. Tom Moritz, Assistant Treasurer of Student Organization said, "I would like for it to consist of 3-5 people who are as impartial as possible.
Clarence Coggins Ill, member of
BSU and Stanley Matthews both felt
that the task force should be comprised of members from the major
minority groups.
Due to the Board of Trustees decision to form a Presidential task force
McCarthy stated that he spoke to
President Weiss and members of the
executive board. It was decided after
speaking to the executive board that
three committees be found by
members of student council to investigate: ethinic community contribution, structure of Student
Organization, and how the campus
service and media groups serve the
community. These three commit-

tees will report to the President of
Student Organization and will present their findings to council
November 21st. At the council some
members questioned why should
there be the Presidential task force
and councils? Addressing the council McCarthy said that the councils
task force will supplement the
Presidential task force and if Student
Organization can resolve the problem the Presidential task force
won't be needed.
Pat Ippolito said that, "This problem has been with us since March
- the problem is the differences in
the perceptions of what is equitable
funding? This is a problem that is
not going to be an easy one to solve,
the longer we •wait the more difficult •
it will be. The Presidential task force
needs to be well managed and organized and the sensible approach
for the members of the task force
will be to listen open-mindedly,
communicate and work together."
Weiss commented, "This is an
opportunity for us to look at
ourselves, there is a need for
change:'

•
•
reunion
CH.C anniversary

By Mike Della Sal/a

Tom Moritz, Assistant Treasurer of Student Organization makes a few
points at the Board of Trustees Meeting on Monday, October 20th.

In this
•
issue:.

Speak-Out .......... 3

The Kean College Communication Help Center celebrated its 15th
Anniversary, this past Friday." Close
to 55 past and present members attended the reunion.
The ceremonies began with Cindy Marconi, Hotline Director making a few opening remarks about
the progress Hotline has made over
the years. Following Miss Marconi,
was the founding father of Hotline,
Tom O'Donell, current Student Activities Director.
The origin of Hotline, was the
topic of Mr. O'Donells discussion .
According to him, the Hotline was
started in 1971 due to the growing
"drug problem on campus. Tony
Brenan, a 13-year member of
Hotline also shared his past experiences as a Hotline volunteer.
The festivities then continued
with the presentation of awards.
Tom O'Donell, presented Harvey
Jackson, one of the original 30
members, with the 500-hour Award.
Tony Brenan, received the award for
13 years of outstanding service.
Also presented with an award was
the Mayor of Union, Anthony Russo,
as a symbol of Union Township support of Hotline. Unfortunately
Mayor Russo could not be present,
and Mr. Brenan excepted on his
behalf.
The final award was presented to

Frightful
Flicks ............ ..... 8

Tom O'Donell for founding the
Help Center, and for basically making the whole thing possible.
Dancing, dining and socializing
ended off the evening. The jubilant
atmosphere and closeness of all

members made the reunion a great
success. According to Miss Marconi, ':-\II in all it turned out perfectly."
*at Petruzzi 's Restaurant

Uncertain future for
campus accessibility leaders
By John A. Salerno
At the end of this semester, Elena
Cella will graduate from Kean College. Elena is the founder of Campus Accessability Leaders, a movement where Students, Faculty, and
Administration worked to make the
campuses at Kean College more accessible to the handicapped.
Now it remains uncertain if the
student voice will be heard in
C.A.L. "It's gotten to the point
where I know that it won't die, that
the administrtion will always have
to deal with it. I just hope that stu dent participation in it doesn't die
out," Elena said .
At the October 28 Board of
Trustees meeting,Elena handed her
assessability report to the board .
The report, she insists, is not the

final report, but a summing up of
what has been done, and what
needs to be done.
The school has put money aside
for campus improvements for years,
and there are grants for Colleges to
become more accessible. According
to Elena Cella, "They can't possibl y
afford to work on all areas that need
improvement. We have to see what
money we have, and prioritize what
needs to be done:' Elena will -meet
with Charles Kimmet, Vice President for Administration and Finance
to discuss the work that needs to be
done
.
" Students do not have to be handicapped to work on the Campus
Accessibility group, the committee
is open to all students, and works
for the benefit of all students;' Elena
said.

Soap

CHC Photo
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Update ........ ...... 9

Spread ........ ...... 11
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What's up at

• • •
Career planJJ,ing schedule
"Career For
·A Day"

Tired of just reading or studying
about a career? Would you like
"real " exposure to a job, occupation, or career you have been thinking or dreaming about?
If you answered yes to both these
questions, you may be interested in
the office of Career Planning and
Placement's "Career For A Day"
program which places you in real life work situations. Work side by
side with an alumnus of Kean Col-

October

30, 1986

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie·

Dear Connie,
,
lege who is employed in a job or
I've been under a lot of stress latecareer you may be interested in. ly and it's really been getting to me."
What better way to learn about the I have trouble concentrating and
"realities of a profession" than to ac- making decisions. My general state
tually spend a day on the job. of worry makes me feel nervous
Become familiar with the "total " most of the time. My back and neck
job; its work environment, company have a lot of tension which I am
policies and procedures, office aware of constantly, I also have frepolitics, and other aspects that may quent tension headaches.
not be covered in a classroom or
Tense
textbook description.
If you would like more informa- Dear Tense,
tion about "Career For A Day," , Ignoring stress u·nfortunately
please contact Judith A. Vitolo, Of- won't make it go.away. It's imporfice of Career Planning and Place- 'tant to deal with various stresses as
ment at 201-527-2040. ·

they come up, instead of stockpiling them and leaving unresolved
problems to weight you down. If
you're having specific difficulties
and you need help sorting out your
alternatives, it might be helpful for
you to come and speak to a
counselor.
But many stresses are of an ongoing nature and will be a constant
challenge to you . It is important to
have outlets from these stresses,
especially activities including exercise to release the tension and
strengthen your body so it can continue to be healthy.

Breathing itself can make a significant contribution to overall tension
reduction . Incorporated into your
daily routine, "proper" breathing
techniques will improve your
tolerance for stress and relax many
chronic tension sports. Most of us
typically use shallow breathing
which promotes tension in the upper body. we· need to change the
way we breathe to release the tension. The Counseling Center will be
offering a group on "Breathing"
soon . If you're interested, please call
us at 527-2083 to sign up.
Connie
Please send your questions to
"Dear Connie" Counseling Center,
Bookstore Bldg. #126.

Freshman Focus

Employment Opportunity For
Disabled Students

Trick or Treat?

Get organized! How, you wail?
WellORGANIZE A STUDY GROUP
TO WORK ON ASSIGNMENTS
AND HELP EACH OTHER REVIEW
MATERIAL.
WORK OUT A TIME MANAGEMENT PLAN . SEE YOUR MASTER
STUDENT CHAPTER ON TIME
MANAGEMENT, OR GO TO THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR THE
FRESHMAN CENTER FOR HELP).
Of course, it's possible you've
already done all this, and you find
yourself in a course you can't
possibly handle. It can happen to
anyone. Although nobody wants to
give up, sometimes it's the most
sensible thing to do. If you feel you
need to withdraw from a class, talk
to your Freshman Seminar Professor
and come over to the Freshman
Center, where an advisor can
withdraw you from the course. But

and ... talk about MONSTERS! But
By Gay Lumsden, Director
will know your qualifications and
Freshman Center
you do have to do something, and
availability for work - and you will
The frost is on the pumpkin, the
do it soon. Here are some ideas know of employment opportunities
trees are ablaze, the squirrels are
Talk to your professors! It may be
as they open up. There is no fee for
burying nuts they'll never find
difficult to believe, but your proenrolling. If you wish to register
again, and your little brothers and
fessors want you to succeed; when
with Project Match - or want more
sisters are planning every wee detail
you succeed, they succeed. So ask
information - contact Larry
of their Halloween costumes. For
your professor what you can do to
Trachenberg at Long Island Univerthat matter, YOU may be planning
improve; if it's not clear, .ask for exsity's Brooklyn Campus - (n8)
your Halloween custome.
planation . Then follow through on
834-6000 - extension 3695 But hark!- Over the horizon apthe advice you get and ask for
that's (n8) 834-6000 - extension
regular feedback, to see if you are
pears a gray spectre that threatens
3695. Or Judith A. Vitolo, Project
improving in the course. "But," you
to turn all your Halloween treats in
Associate, Career Planning and
tricks. It's that time of the semester
say, "I don't have time after class, or
Placement Office, Kean College of
when you begin to realize just
else my professor doesn't have
N.J., Union, N.J. (201) 527-2040.
where the goblins are in your
time:' Then go to his or her office
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 courses. You've gotten a few grades, during office hours (ask the
secretary in the department when
talked to your professors about how
hours/wk., $8.50/hr.· (FIT)
they are) or ask your professor for
you're doing, and now ~u see trouSummer.
ble ahead some course or another.
a special appointment.
CO·OP JOBS EQUAL:
8) Job Order #855 - AccountWhat do you do?
Get help! Where, you ask? Here
ACADEMIC CREDITS
ing/Business Coop - GovernThere are several approaches.
are some ideas SALARY .
ment Agency, 40 hours/wk.,
USE THE SPECIAL LABS SET UP
One ways is to make a Jack-0DO IT BY NOVEMBER 3rd, which
$10.00/hr. (FIT) Spring 87/88.
FOR WRITING, READING AND
lalllJ,ml wodoo doll ot the professor
9) Job Order #962 and stick pins in it. This may give
MATHEMATICS (See Below for is the deadline for withdrawing with
WORK EXPERIENCE IN YOUR
a passing grade.
Biology/Chemistry Coop you great satisfaction but· it rarely
What/Where/When) .
ACADEMIC FIELD
No matter how the banshees wail
Pharmaceutical Corp., hours
1) Job Order #945 -Accounthelps the marks. Another frequentASK S.A.Y. (Students Assisting You)
flexible, $7.00/hr. (PIT).
ing Coop CPA Firm, 25
ly used approach is to stick your
FOR TUTORING (Go to the and the witches scream, Halloween
10) Job Order #866
hours/wk., $5.00 hr. (PIT).
head under the covers and hope the
Counseling Center and fill out a re- can still be a great time if you 've
banished the hobgoblins from your
Marketing/Business Coop
2) Job Order #946 monsters go away. Trust me, this is
quest form there).
classes
and taken charge of your
Chamber of Commerce, 20
ASK AT THE FRESHMEN
Marketing Coop - Marketing
not a good method. A few weeks
own success. Happy Halloween!
hours/wk., stipend. (PIT).
Research Agency, hours flexible,
CENTER IF A TUTOR IS AVAILABLE.
from now the grades come out,
$4.50/hr. (PIT)
CHANGE YOUR LIFE!
3) Job Order #947 - Political
Visit the Cooperative EducaScience Coop - State Agency,
tion Office '(Townsend Hall, T
20 hours/wk., $5.50/hr. (PIT)
209) and learn how Co-op can
4) Job Order #953 - Public
help you to develop a career and
Relations Coop - P/R Agency,
life direction and relevant work
20 hours/wk., $5.00/hr. (PIT)
experience.
5) Job Order #954 Eligibility: Matriculated junior
Sociology/Psychology Coop or senior status 3.0 or higher
StatE: Agency, hours flexible,
grade point average. Academic
$5.50/hr. (PIT, FIT)
credits (1-15) vary by department.
6) Job Order #958 - Finance
Telephone (527-2357) or visit for
Coop - Brokerage House, 20
an application.
hours/wk., $5.00/hr. (PIT)
Or. Michael G. Helliwell,
7) Job Order #950 ■
Review Tapes
Sexton Educational
Director.
English/Journalism Coop ■
Lectures
from Attorneys
Centers, in conjunction with
LET'S COOPERATE TOGETHER.
Communications Corp., 40

If you are a person with a disability - who recently graduated from
college - or you are close to
graduation - Project Match can
help you find competitive employment. Local employers are looking
for knowledgable - skilled disabled graduates of New York City
Metropolitan Area colleges and
universities.
Project Match maintains a centralized computer database which efficiently matches disabled
graduates with employers. By enrolling with Project Match - employers

CO-OP CORNER

.............
.........

~

COLLEGE
GRADUATESAIM HIGH.
Get your career off
to a flying start!
Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career.
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care
and much more. Coll

Capt Abert G. Dunn

1-800-872-6723

· -AIR-it....._
-FORCE·,,..--

Fairleigh Dickinson
University, is contiderit that
you'll be pleased with your
LSAT test scores.otter taking
our preparation course. So
confident. in fact. that if you
are not completely satisfied
with your test results, your
next prep course is tree.
As one ot America's
leading experts in test
preparation, Sexton has
helped scores of people
with such methods a ,s :
·■
Regularly Updated
Material

FDU

and Educators ·
Clas.5es are now
torming tor LSAT courses
which begin Monday,
November l O in Ruthertord
and Tuesday, November l l
in New Brunswick.

For more in1ormation
contact Gloria Rapsas,
Fairleigh Dickinson
University, TeaneckHackensack Campus, at
(201) 692-2809.
Test preparation is your
guaranteed edge for
succes.5 !

FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY
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Speak Out

Jim Cunningham:
No. I have no classes over there.
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Kevin Doyle:
Yes, because again the students are
inconvenienced, just like paving the
TPA circle when school started.

Are you inconvenienced
By Mike Puremba

by the clos_ing

of the East Campus?

Dave Collins:
Definit_ely. Although I do feel
healthier from the lack of asbestos
in my life.

STM professor honored by sheriffs office

George Star:
Yes. I like to lift at East Campus
weight room because of the
faci Iities there.

Al Higgins:
Hell yes! There's better we,ightlifting
facilities at the East Campus. It is a
good place to go to get away from
the Main Campus.
~f.lt..

By John Salerno
The Union County Sheriffs office
recently honored Ms. Frieda Rem mers, a Speech/Theater/Media Professor at Kean College, for her work
on a booklet on protecting children
from sexual assault. The book, entitled Play It Safe, was written by
Professor Remmers, and produced
by the Design Production Studio of
Kean College.
Professor Remmers said that the
book was written to teach parents
to teach their children hem to avoid
sexual assault. Play It Safe presents
short exercises for parents to discuss
with their children. The subjects
presented include how a child
should answer the phone or door if
no adult is home, hem to identify
a stranger, and what to do if a
stranger bothers you.
According to Remme"rs, the book
consolidated information from
many sources into a readable
package for parents. "If parents were

Michael Coyne:
Not really, because·I am on campus
only for classes this semester.

Patti Grasso:
Yes, because with there being swimming classes in the D:-\ngola Gym,
I have no place to swim during that
convenient time.

to assemble all of this information
themselves, it could cost 80 to 100
dollars," Remmers said. "Parents
would have to do the equivalent of
a research paper to have this much
knowledge on the subject. In
writing this book, I did the research
for them."
Union County Sheriff Ralph
Froehlich said that the book has had
a great impact on the community.
" Parents are constantly calling the
department about the book," he
sa id. " It is so simple. The techniques it uses to commun icate are
great. It really helps parents talk to
their children about a very difficult

subject."
Educators in Clark found the book
so helpful that the Clark Townshio
Board of Education has ordered
1100 copies of Play It Safe. Mr. Su :ton of the Bloomfield Board of
Education has asked that it be htroduced intq Essex County. In a letter to the Union County Sheriffs
Department, Sutton wrote, "This is

the best book on the subject that I
have ever seen."
Donna Oresch of the F'ne Arts ,
Department designed, typeset, and
printed the book with Cary Minnick, Steve Wisniewski , and Sylvia
Rotblat.
To obtain a copy of the book,
please contact the Union County
Sheriffs office.

Colleges save enrollment through marketing
says Leroy Twilley, Western Illinois
University's admission director. " In
Illinois last year, we graduated some
PRINCETON , NJ (CPS~
American colleges have not yet suf- 138,331 high school students. Figure
fered the long-expected Great that about one-half of those go to
Enrollment Drop of the Eighties college. Next year, we project about
mostly because they've learned 138,900 students. Then the slide
hem to sell themselves better, a new begins."
"In 1991, we'll be down to about
report released by the Educational .
119,951 graduates. That's quite a
Testing Service (ETS) said last week.
Some public colleges now spend drop," Twilley admits. " College
an average of $30 per student on enrollment is closely al lied to high
recruiting. Private colleges may school graduates!'
Adds Dr. Gerald Bowker, Twilley's
spend as much as $500 per student.
"An unprecedented marketing counterpart at the University of Tenand recruiting effort by the nation's nessee, "we are all competing for
postsecondary- institutions during the top high school graduates."
Bemker figures the new emphasi s
the first half of the decade" has
helped avoid the big enrollment on recruiting is here to stay. "Coldrop - thought to be as much as
leges really need to work on
20 percent by some observers - ex- developing their image, regardless
pected during the eighties, says ETS of whether we are in good times or
researcher Hunter Breland .
bad times. It doesn't stop because
Public four-year colleges have last year was a good year."
So WIU's Twilley, for one, came
boosted their recruiting budgets by
63 percent or more since 1980, up with a "Western Advantage" ad
more than double the inflation rate, campaign .
Last week, Twilley hosted a banhe says.
Schools figure they have to recruit quet for about . 100 potential
students aggressively if they want to students, and is preparing a direct
mail campaign.
survive.
"We are doing everything," he
"Everybody fights for (students);'

. By Karen L. Ziebell

Felix Ocejo:
Yes and no. I like the weight room
at the East Campus much better,
although I prefer the other recreation facilities of the Main Campus.

Mr. Wallace:
Although our fraternity office is
closed, the closing of East Campus
has afforded many students, myself
included, with an i nvaluable
resource in the new coordinator of
Student Activities, Tom O'Donnel.

says, "from buying mailing lists
from national testing companies, .. - - ~ - - - -.- --.- . -. - _-. _ -------------sending letters, inviting people to
college activities, college tours, high
Retail
school visitation, telemarketing,
etc. , etc."
Such campaigns, regardless of
ETS's findings, don't always work .
The University of the District of
Columbia last week announced its
enrollment this fall is demn by 1,000
students, continuing a seven-year
slide.
The slide has cost UDC about a
quarter of its student body despite
a hefty $257,000 marketing campaign designed to "stop the hemorrhaging of enrollment," says·
spokesman John Britton.
"I'm afraid we have a serious
problem. Attracting students has
become much too competitive for
us not to maintain an aggressive
position," says N . Joyce Payne,
chairwoman of the UDC board of
trustees.
The campaign, including radio,
newspaper and bus ads, produced
over 15,000 mail and telephone inquiries, but the number of applications fell.

The "Holiday Happenings" are happening at Bloomingdale's
. in Short Hills. A conveniently scheduled Full Time, Part Time,
Evening or Weekend position with us will add just the right
dash of color and glamour to your celebration.
We have many exciting openings - both selling and nonselling- that will put you in touch with the best in merchandise and clientele. And remember, our schedules can be
as flexible as necessary.
• Come to Bloomingdale's for the Holidays. Apply in person to ,
the Personnel Department, 4th Floor, Monday through Friday ,
10:30AM-4PM and Monday Evenings 7:30 - 8:30PM.

bl@mingdole1s
lii,e no 61/wi olme i111 Ute l(J,{)lt/,J
rHE MAU AT SHORT HILLS

-

SHORT HILLS, N.J.

EQUOI Opportunity Employer m / 1 •
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·Editorial
The consequence
of careless antics
Many of the colleges in the state have lot
something that.we are in also in danger of
losing. Schools like Trenton State are currently fighting to get back their Pubs.
Something we may also be engaged in if certain matters here aren't changed.
Tuesdays and Thursdays are popular nights
at the Pub judging with the full capacity turn
outs. However, a small amount of students
sometimes procede to.·· do damage to the
hallways and bathrooms in the college
center.Custodiansthat,work duringthe evening hours are pestered, and pamphlets on
bulletin boards are torn down ·and scattered
around.
The administration has threatened to take
away use of bathroom privileges if these
situations continue to occur. With out use
of the bathroom, the Pub is iri gret danger
of being shut down.
There is also concern over people· who
leave the P.ub in a less than orderly fashion
who go on to be loud and destructive in the
quad and Resident Halls.
It seems evident that these few people do
not clearly understand the consequences of
their behavior. It would be a shame to the
majority of the students who would suffer
as a resu\t of their careless antics.
If this situation would be a reality, many

students would -have to go off campus in
order to drink. Thus having to worry about
drinking and driving, and spending money
that could go to the School Pub. The Pub
is also the only place on campus where
students can unwind . and socialize with
friends and members of the community.
The main concern of all the students who
enjoy the Pub is to prevent any circumstances that may lead to its closing. It
is stressed by the management of the Pub,
to report any distruction that may occur both
inside and outside- of the Student Center.
Next time someone has the urge to pull
that flyer off the bulletin board, maybe
he/she should think-twice about it. The consequences are more severe than they may
seem.

Editors Note: The paper apologizes to any individual(s) or
group(s) that found last week's Personals offensive. The
Independent did not intend any harm to these parties. In
the future, the staff will refuse to run Personals that specifically
name any ind ividual(s) or group(s) in a derogatory fa shion.
The paper disavows personals that do not specifically name
indi viduals or groups, and disclaims any responsi bi li ty for
whatever inferences readers make.

,LettersLong overdue
Dear Editor, .
In response to some of the articles
that have been written in the Independent about the B.S.U.
As a black student who has been
involved in many of the B.S.U. activities that are directed at the upliftment of the org. and the black community attending Kean College.
If every black student at Kean Col-

lege had the courage that students
like Mr. Vinnie Jackson, Clarence
Coggins, and Mr. Stanley Mathews,
we would not still be trying to get
what we should already have.
It has been "long overdue. Talking
about respect, and a fair shake. If
anyone knows about respect, we do.
Sure there have been times when
Clarence, Vinnie and Stan may have

In the best interest
Dear Editor,
In reference to the letter from 'one
outraged student' it's a blessing
from the Most High that you
withheld your name. Not because
of physical retaliation alone, but
because one of the true racists
would have been revealed .
As students of this college,
members of the B.S.U. and other

organizations, we have tried to participate in many of the other
organizations and clubs, open to interested members, such as Student
Org., WKNJ, CCB, etc. Nevertheless, the point of this matter is
that the Executiye Board and the
general body of the·se prganizations
make Afrikan-American students
feel uncomfortable and non-existent

had to yell a few times to get Student Org., the Administration and
the Board of Trustees to hear them,
but it was necessary.
If it were not for men like these
take action young men, we would
still be in th~ dark ages of America.
For the students who are unable to
see what's at hand, be it black
studen"ts of African descent, Europeans, etc. .. then you are living in
the Dark Ages!
Al Sulaimon

when such actions are taken .
The truth of the matter is that the
'one outraged student' is one of the
many racists on this campus, in thi s
city, state, and country!
And last but certainly not least,
what we try to initiate, as you notice
with full-force, is for the best interest
of Afrikan-American students on this
campus.
No more traditional conformist,
compromisers, etc. , etc.I
Kamau Ukawabutu

The world was one· at Kean
Dear Editor,
In the past couple of weeks, the
letters to the editor show that Kean
College is heading toward s
separatism, a divided campus. What
do letters like ("To The Malcontents
and Undesirable;' " One Outraged
Student," "What Ma'nners," " Tired
of B.S.") mean? An undeclared war
between two ethnic groups? Does
this type of letter help the two
organizations involved to resolve
their differences? Th\;! answer is

definitely no.
Should the Independent publish
this type of letter? I agree with The
Independent that every student has
the freedom to express their view.
But the Independent should draw
a line, and only publish letters
which are really beneficial to the
college community. There are lots
of important problems in thi s col lege to take care of. But what we,
the student leaders, are doing is trying to find fault with other

Jewish holidays ignored by profs

organizations.
As a president oi a club (International Students Association) which
has members from a variety of
ethnic groups, I can confidently say
that we still get along as a family,
and express displeasure about situation s. Thi s divi sion is happening in
a year which celebrated the campu s
awareness festival , where the theme
was " The World Is One At Kean".
Yours sincerely,
Jeeva Sri
President, ISA

· It's just not fair that the administration of such a college can

Dear Editor,
It is quite unfortunate that many
of the professors at Kean are not
aware of the importance of the two
major Jewish holidays - Rosh
Hashanah and Yorn Kippur. This ignorance is understandable, h<MeVer,
being that the administration does
not recognize the holidays either.
I am a sophomore at Kean Col-

A Broadway feel
Dear Editor,
I want to congratulate the Lunchtime Theatre for the marvelous job
they did on their production of
SEDUCTION DUET. The success
can be attributed to many factors.
First, the clever and articulate script
gave the show a glitzy, Broadway
feel. As for the talented cast, they
performed with verve and panache.
And the authentic set carried out
the yuppie theme of the play. But
in my opinion, the superb direction
of Ani Shabbaztan really gave the
show its professionalism. A great
job by all concern ed!
Sincerely,
Irene Spielholz

The
Independent
Wishes
Everyone
AVery
Happy
Halloween!

lege and it still does not cease to
amaze me. The professors who insist on holding classes on these important holidays don't realize that
getting class notes from a friend is
not the same as taking notes
yourself. If I wanted to get notes
from my friends, I would take all of
my classes on a correspondence
basis.

be· so naive and uncaring. Don't
they realize that there is many a
Jewish student who attend this college? If not, let me put it in simpler
terms: holding classes on Rosh
Hashanah and Yorn Kippur is like
holding classes on · Christmas or
Easter.
Signed,
An outraged Jewish student
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on Kean ·

By Manny Cantor

The B.S.U.-budget discussion
The Attorney-General has ruled · the B.S.U. plan might lead to
segmenting the student body along
out the Board of Trustees proposal
of July 7 granting 65% of the stu- ethnic lines. My concern was
dent activity fee for full-time black heightened by the boastful tone of
students as the basis for the B.S.U. the letter by the B.S.U. president in
budget. The trustees then voted on the 9/11 Independent and the stateOctober 20 to set up a task force,
ment that "opposition will be met
to be named by President Weiss, to with physical, or mental, force."
re-structure how student fees will be
· allocated . Of course, these Excellence and Equity - A proper
l developments precipitated vigorous
frame for this question, too
The key test of the success of the
reaction from Student Org., the
editor of The Independent and strategic three-year plan, entitled
"Excellence and Equity", which got
many others.
In my opinion an examination of $3.9 million as a Governor's
the way student activity fee is challenge grant program, will be
allocated and spent is not out of how well Kean College can recruit,
order at this time, as I will try to retain and educate black, Hispanic
show. But the potential for a positive and Asian students. The quality of
outcome for the whole college will student life surely will influence the
be lost if the student participation result. That makes it not only
is marred by attitudes and expres- legitimate, but important, that the
sions of a personalized, · self- Administration, including the Board
centered and divisive nature.
of Trustees, review whethe~ the past
It is to the credit of the B.S.U. allocation and use of student fees
leaders that they devoted the time are best implementing what should
and effort to prepare and press their be our common goals.
proposal before the Board of
The statistics in the strategic plan,
Trustees. Obviously they made a dated August, 1985, are that black
convincing case to a group of students comprise 11.7% of full-time
substantial people deeply concern- undergraduate and Hispanic
ed about the college. That fact students make up 10.2%. The curprompted me to curb the fear that rent budgeting figures distributed by

more than money is involved

Student Org showed the B.S.U.
allocated $19,600· or 4.79% of the
total. P.R.O.U.D. (Puerto Rican Org.
for Unity and Development) was
allocated $6,685 or 1.63% and the
Spanish Cultural Club $850 or
.21% . The International Student
Association budget was $3490 or
.85%.
Our conclusion is inescapable.
The Hispanic students are
underfunded!
Who gets the benefit of
student activity fees?

Everybody must pay. Everybody
gets some benefit. Most do not get
full value. By and large Kean College does a good job of providing
services and programs to meet student needs. But many students are
too busy with tlieir jobs, family and
other obligations, or they may be
indifferent.
Division of student activity fee according to the percentage of the college population, and disposition of
moneys without accountability or
review are dubious concepts. The
basis for distribution must be the
needs of the college for goals
agreed on with full student participation in a democratic process.

From my observation, plus some united. The administration, the
inquiry, the involvement of black, Board of Trustees needs, wants, the
Hispanic and Asian students in a · involvement of the students. They
number of ac~ivities with the biggest are as anxious as each of us to
budgets is far from satisfactory, hard- achieve our goals.
Your columnist is not naive. I am
ly fulfilling the equity goals of our
grant program. The current discus- well aware of · racism and
sion, though it ostensibly revolves chauvinism in our college. Time
around dollars, should also deal and again this column as polemizwith this question. Can we convince ed on this subject. There is so much
the student leaders at The Indepen- work to be done to fight those real
dent, at WKNJ, in the College enemies. That's a task for every
Center Board, to institute a kind of organization, for every activity. If we
affirmative action approach which keep that always in mind we will be
consciously builds minority involve- less inclined to jealously guard the .
ment. It should be reported that the money for "our" group.
A final word. The loss of student
present Independent staff has two
black editors.
The faculties in control of the funds from student acEnglish and in Speech, Theater, tivity fees would be a big step in the
Media can help to identify promis- wrong direction. Despite the coming minority students and to en- . plaints each year, the system evolvcourage and help them to get into ed here was relatively fair and
democratic.
related activities.
·
If the students are at odds, if they
are incapable of resolving their difWho is the enemy?
Militancy, beligerance are ferences, if they let the discussion
laudable in some struggles. In the degenerate to personalities and
current controversy I can't see the name-calling, if they get diverted by
individual's
personal
enemy. To achieve the goals Kean an
College has set for itself, the total characteristics, then they will create
population, students, staff, faculty, the conditions in which intervenadministration, and the Board of tion by administration and the
Trustees, have to be substantially Board of Trustees will take place.

Letters Continued

Annual
Paying the price
I have a proposal for the Independent staff. Why don't you charge
money for this newspaper? I am not
suggesting an extraordinary
amount. I think twenty-five cents is
a reasonable price.
When I was in high school it's biweekly newspaper cost the students
and faculty members fifteen cents.
I didn't think that was ridiculous.
The money earned was used to help
finance school happenings, such as
bake sales or repairing one of the
stoves in the cooking class. That is
what we can do here at Kean
College.
At the lndependent's current
price of zem cents, every sale of the

newspaper would be profit. This
revenue could be used productively to benefit the students. A person
is more apt to buy the Independent
if he or she can actually see where
their money is helping.
For example, the money earned
by selling the newspaper can be put
in a savings account. Then every
four months the accumulated
money can be spent on various projects around our campus. One thing
our student lounges need is a clock,
at least one in each building.
Another area where the revenue
would be useful is in Willis Hall.
Some of the classrooms in that
building could use an additional

Evaluating profs.
Dear Editor,

Once again, the students of Kean
College are being asked to fill out
instructor evaluation sheets. After
answering my anonymous computer coalated form, I am forced to
wonder what purpose it serves.
How honest can a student afford
to be half way through the semester?
Especially when the instructor is
collecting the forms and returning
them to the office him or herself? Is
it fair to ask for a judgment with half
the semester remaining? Maybe the ,,.
instructor is a "late bloomer:'
Then there are the questions
themselves. Designed to deal with
specific teaching areas, they are so
restricted they can be misleading.
In one sentence, a question was
asked concerning whether the goals
of the course were clearly defined.
Since most instructors give a
syllabus at the beginning of the
semester, that answer seems quite
simple. However, if the sentence
continued by asking if those goals
are being met by the instructor there
might be some truly revealing
answers.

Another question dealt with student participation in class, which
led me to try to define participation.
It could mean anything from
answering "here" during attendance, to bantering conversation
having nothing to do with the
course, all the way up to an in-depth
discussion of the subject matter. All
of the above can be called participation, but how much of it is relevant
to the course?
Unfortunately, there are no questions dealing with whether a
teacher speaks extemporaneously
or simply reads from the same dogeared file cards that they have used
since they were hired. Or whether
they can bring fresh insight to their
subject by sharing experiences or
examples not found in the text. And
dare we ask if the subject matter in
a Contemporary course really deals
with modern concerns or if it is
simply a re-hash of the issues of the
60's?
Some may feel that a student has
no right to debate teaching methods
or curriculum, but I see time and
money being wasted by students

coat of paint. I'm sure then;_ are
many other problem areas at Kean
College which are in need of
attention.

Twenty-five cents a week isn't
much to ask for in order to improve
.our campus. I think my proposal is
reasonable as well as feasible.
I think there are many other
students and faculty members who
also feel the same as I do. I ask the
staff of the Independent to give
some thought to my idea.
·
Geraldine Gilder
October 1986

Kean College

Russian
Adventure Trip

Editor's Note: The Independent
is published by the activities fees
that students already pay.

who· deserve better than they are
getting.
Some "popular" instructors attract large numbers of students by
not requiring attendance, textbooks,
or effort, thereby giving away 3
credits a semester. Aren' they the
very ones who score highest on the
evaluation forms by virtue of their
popularity because they don't expect much of their students?
Fortunately, at Kean College we
have some fine instructors who
respect their subjects enough to demand that we do the work, put in
the class time, and buy the textbooks they can find because that
is what they want to give us; their
best. I wonder if they fare as well on
evaluations?
In my opinion, if evaluation is
really necessary it should take place
only after the final exam, and
should be handled by someone
other than the instructor. I also suggest that the questions be written to
reflect a more in-depth perspective
of the course and teaching methods.
Only then will they be worth the
paper used to print them.
Sincerely,
Linda l.euser

Russian Studies in Leningrad and Moscow
January 9-January 16, 1987 - 3 College Credits; $1,049.00

An eight da_y travel course to .study the culture, habi ts, literature, art, and everyday life of one
of the most d1vers1f1ed people m the world - The Russians - where you will see for yourself
those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off the "ten days that shook the world."
The Cost - _The $1,049 covers the entire trip and includes: round trip jet transporta tion on
a scheduled airline ... firsl class hotels in both cities ... bus transportation between all airports : .. midnight train ride between Leningrad and·Moscow . . . two _meals a day; breakfast
and dinner ... daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buse~ ... al l taxes, tips, and service
charges.
All deposits should be made by December 1, 1986. Fo; more detailed information and appl1cat1on forms, please see Dr. Robert Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-B.
'
.
·
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Nazi leaders assails ZAK
The Zionist Association of Kean
College, a group which has been
active in Jewish affairs in NJ, has
recently come under attack by Nazi
leader William Pierce.
The situation was prompted by a
letter sent to the Union Public
Library by the executive board of the
Zionist Association in May of 1986.
In the letter, the Zionist Association
objected to the libraries policy of
displaying Neo-Nazi and Klu-KluxKlan literature in their reading room
along with such respected publications as Time and Newsweek. The
ZAK was concerned that the place_ment of such literature next to
, mainstream periodicals might serve
to give them an air of legitimacy. As
ZAK president Alan Shelton stated
in a June 5 interview with the
Elizabeth Daily Journal, " 'v\/e're very
concerned with a young person just
developing a political conscience
coming into a local library and seeing this type of literature next to

respectable magazines. Most young
people believe what they read in
print can be unwittingly drawn into racist ideologies."
The literature in question were
Thunderbolt, Spotlight, Fiery Cross
(a Klu-Klux Klan newspaper), and
National Vanguard .
Approximately one month after
the story appeared in the Daily Journal, · both the Union Township
Public Library, and the Daily Journal received letters from William
Pierce, editor of the neo-Nazi
publication National Vanguard. In
a two-page letter, Pierce condemned the removal of the National
Vanguard from the library shelves,
insinuated that the Zionist Association of Kean College was a " terrorist " organizaiton, singling out
ZAK president Alan Shelton by
name.
William Pierce, one of the most
-..veil known neo-Nazi leaders on the
contemporary scene, has a long

Two new BNs _offered
Two new ba.chelor of arts degrees
- one in theatre and one in communications - have been approved by the New Jersey Department
of Higher Education for implementation this semester at Kean College
of New Jersey.
Faculty, equipment and facilities
for the new program have been in
place since the early 1970s when
the English department established
the speech/theatre/media option in
response to student demand .
Enrollment for the two majors is
expected to grcm from 300 this year
to about 450 in 1990. The two new

degrees are offered within the
School of Humanities, Social and
Administrative Sciences.
Graduates of the Kean speech and
theatre curriculum have fared -..vel I
in graduate education as well as in
careers in major corporations,
public relations and advertising.
Others have entered professional
entertainment fields.
Designation of the two new majors provides graduates with degrees
that are descriptive of their
academic experience. Previously
they received a bachelor of arts
degree in English .

history of involvement in antiSemetic movements. A graduate of
the University of Colorado with a
PhD in Physics, Pierce joined the
American Nazi Party in 1965, eventually becoming the groups ideological officer. In 1970, Pierce joined
the National Alliance, a neo-Nazi
movement which sprang from the
1968 Youth for Wallace movement.
As of this writing, Pierce was last
reported in a new project, building
a colony for the "white race" in
rural West Virigina .
Dennis Jakubovitz, publicity
director of ZAK, said of the situation, "The fact that Pierce felt the
need to respond to the removal of
his magazine hundreds of miles
from his home base is clear
evidence that the propaganda of the
printed word is the chief tool of the
neo-Nazi movement."

The·
Independent,
America's
College
Newspaper,
Needs News
and Feature
Writers.
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For the first time, report ties
tuition to enrollment drops
NEW YORK, NY (CPS)-For the
first time ever, lower college
enrollments have been linied to
ever-increasing tuitions in northeastern colleges, while colleges in
the West, where tuitions are
generally lower, are "bursting at the
seams," the College Board says in
a report released last week.
The notion that students might
choose schools by how much the
colleges cost is widely viewed as
heresay by many educators, who
maintain financial aid helps deserving students pay for tuition and lets
them go where they want.
But the College Board report says
enrollment at public colleges in the
West rose a whopping ;50 percent
since 1980, while the biggest nationwide drop - 11 percent - was
among private colleges in New
England , where tuitions rosy the
fastest.
Since 1980, when college tuitions
started rising by rates far above the
general inflation . rate, educators
have been confident they weren't
pricing some students out of higher
education.
In the wake of the College Board
report, some officials seem ready to
concede higher tuition may at least
force some students to choose to go
to cheaper schoo ls.
"Rising tuition may have been a
factor (i n the -..vestward swing of the
student population)," says Paul
Albright of the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education .
" Higher tuition could be keeping
people closer to home to attend a
public institution."
" There could be a linkage between tuition -and enrollment,"
Albright adds. " The -..vestern schools
· have tended to rai se tuition and put
more of the cost of attending school
on the students and parents. But the
increases are not as significant in
percentage as other parts of the
country:•

Julianne Thrift of the National In-

stitute of Independent Colleges and
Universities also thinks students
may have college prices more in
mind when choosing where to go.
"Students may be looking at the
sticker price rather than applying
and going to talk to the financial aid
office," Thrift says.
Even at the public University of
Iowa, which had a minor enrollment drop for the first time in seven
years this fall , money may be influencing enrollment, says admissions Director Dr. T. Anne Cleary.
"It definitely plays a greater part
than it ought to," she says. "Young
people frequently exclude schools
that cost more even when financial
aid, such as it is, is there for them ."
But the educators think other matters beside tuition also may have
provoked the swing the College
Board documented .
Albright points to marketing efforts in Western states to help keep
homegrown students - who might
otherwise have migrated east - in
state colleges.
He also notes the broader national population shift from the Northeast. ':,\s the population shifts to
the West and South - both of
which are experiencing a higher
rate of growth than the East demographics move."
Officials at the more expensive
private colleges in New England,
moreover, simply don't believe
they're losing students. Dartmouth,
for example, still turn s away
"thousand s" of applicants for aJlr
egions, including the West, says
Micahel Varley of Dartmouth's admi ssions office.
The College Board, however, is
not ready to resolve the debate
whether tuition influences where
students choose to go to school.
"No one here at the College
Board is prepared to interpret the
data," says spokeswoman Janice
Garns. " We feel as though the data
speaks for itself:'

Marriott
Explore Opportunities with
the Newark Airport
Marriott Hotel
Excellent Benefits:
TuitionAssistance, Free Meals,
Free Parking, etc.
Full and Part-time Positions
Positions Available:
Room Service,
Restaurant Servers,
Banquet Servers
For further information or consid~ration, call (201) 623-0006,
Ext. 6696, Monday thru Friday, 9-5 P.M.
EOE

M/F/H/V

Jobs!
Great

Opportunity!

Part-Time Coordinators
Evening Hours
Roadway Package System, a Fortune
500 Company, is expanding and looking
for promotable people to fill two part-time
positions. Compensation · is salary plus
benefits. Excellent growth potential, leads
to full-time upon graduation.

EOE Females
Encouraged To Apply
Contact:
Larry or Bill
(201) 251-3348
Elizabeth, N.J. 07201
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Arts and Entertainment
Our orchestra in residence
By Sylvia Kashda n
The Garden State Chamber Orchestra played to a small but appreciative audience on Sunday, October 19, at the Wilkins Theatre.
Founder and conductor, Frederick
Storfer, estimates th at he interviewed. ten people for every musician
who is now one of the fifteen instrumentali sts_ in ,the group.
" There are those who play well,"
he sa id, " but seem to play on top
of the strings. I like them to dig in
there:'
Sunday's program dug into the exploration of dance rhythms in orchestral suites by Bach and Molter,
representing the Baroque, then
chose Holst and Kaufman to set
forth early and contemporary 20th
century works.
Johann Sebastian Bach's Orchestra Suite No. 1 in C Major
follows the polyphonic style typical
of the genre. The Overture is a long
movement that could stand as a
composition in itself, followed by

six da nce form s. These are
Thi s is a chora l work inspi red by
recogni zable because they retain th e symboli sm of th e Statue of
the rhythm and style of the origi nal Liberty; a contemporary musica l
. dance, but are changed to be more compositi on; bright, upbeat, w ritten
interesti ng for listening; they are not in several styles to reflect the myriad
intended to be danced . Two oboes varieties of immigra nts w ho found
and a bassoon played contrast.ing refuge in Am erica . It was commissections of the fugues, adding col - sioned by the Sholom Al eichem
or and contrast to the seven viol ins, Club of Ph iladel ph ia to memorialtwo violas, two cellos and one dou- ize Emma Lazurus during the recent
ble bass.
ce remonie s
i nvolvin g
t he
Mr. Storfer is a skillful conductor reconstruction of the Statue. The
. in control of tempi and timbre, who text pays tribute to the significance
guides his musicians w ith preci sion of the Statue, and quotes the famous
and small movements refreshingly · lines engraved into her base; the
devoid of histrionics. He directed music speaks of hope and glorioys
the music in the straight forwa rd visions, the dream of freedom come
manner appropriate to Bach and the true.
conventions of the Baroque period .
Although the singing groups pracThe second choice on the program used an impressive combina- ticed with the orchestra only once,
tion of the Kean College Chorus, the shortly before the performance, they
Bergen Choral - of Englewood and sounded well rehearsed, producing
Morristown and a soprano good intonation and · spirited
soloist, Anne McKenna. Accom- response to changing tempi . The
panied by the full orchestra, they tall, energetic conductor wielded
sang Fred Kaufman's Mother of them ·10 him with his controlling
baton and successfully pulled the
Exiles.

''Dames at Sea" update
By Liz Ford
" Dames at Sea", a Kean student
production, will open on Friday,
November 14 at 8:00 p.m. in
Wilkin s Theatre. Repeat performances will be at 8:00 p.m. on
November 15, 20, 21 and 22 and at
3:00 p.m . on November 16 and 23.
The show was written by George
Haimsohn and Robin Miller with a
musical score by Jim Wise. The
director is Holly Rhoades. It takes
place in the early thirties and opens
with the character Mona Kent, a
fa mous actress and singer, who is
rehearsing for a show in a 42nd
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street theatre. As the scene unfolds,
we are introduced to the members
of the choru s.
Ruby is a simple girl from Centerville, U.S.A. in search of a career on
broadway. Joan is a chorus girl in
Mona Kent ' s show and she
befriends Ruby. Dick and Lucky are
sailors in the Navy as well as friends
of Joan, Ruby and Hennesey, the
director of the show.
As scene two progresses, I/lie learn
that Hennesey has gone bankrupt
and the theatre is being torn down.
Dick suggests the use of the naval
ship to put on the show. By a stroke
of good luck, Mona Kent and the
Captain of the ship are old friend s

and he allows the show to go on .
At th is point of the f)iay, the cast
is warming up for act two and the
rest of the story is a secret, only to
be revealed on November 14. The
remainder of the show irl\-Olves confused romances, comedy, and plenty of music and dancing. Come see
what happens! The cast is as
follows: Mona Kent - Deanna Britton, Joan - Kathy Monahan, Hennessey ~ Phil Duffy, Ruby - Irina
Borodin, Dick - Michael Dooley,
and Lucky - Rick Fernandez .
Chorus: Loralyn Allen, Lynn Lorfing,
Gippsy Moro, Angela Scalzo,
Danita Wilson; Mellody Wallace,
Nicole Fech, and Sally Green.

LOOKING FOR A CAREER? ...
OR JUST MON-EV!
Join the #1 Team, Lifetouch Portrait Studios.
We offer:
• Full Training in Photography.
• Fun Responsibilities, Including Plenty of Contact With People.
• Hourly Wage, With Monthly Incentive

- G.S.C orchestra
and instrumental perfo rmance. The
group w ill appear togeth er on ly fifteen times this season, but is
hopeful that it may expand its
operations to as many colleges as
possib le in the future. They have
designated Kean College as their
place in residence, which signifies
a ge nu i ne desi re to provide
something specia l fo r o ur student
body. Their work is in the context
of recent on-<:ampus efforts present
music in a palatable form fo r those
students whose course of study i-s ·
short on the arts.
The printed programs at Sunday's.
concert were professionally and expert I y written up to supply
background material about th e
author and his time. The works were
analyzed briefly.
At a reception after the concert,
Mr. Storfer moved freely among the
guests answering questions aobut
himself, his group, or anything that
came to mind. Fred Kaufman, the
composer, friendly and affable, also
fielded questions about his work in
an easy, informal atmosphere over
champagne and cookies.
Four more concerts are scheduled at Kean between November and
April. Students and faculty who attend will find them selves pleasantly rewarded and enriched by the
experiences.

production together wi th verve,
competence and sty le.
It is unfo rtunate that because of
the pecu liar accoustical problems at
Wi lki ns, the Soprano's voice did not
prqject, but fell into the pit except
for the highest notes. The situation
was exacerbated by the full sound
of the orchestra and chorus bei nd
her. She performed wi th great
presence and confidence of man ner, not realizin g th at her si ngi ng
went unheard, as close to her as th e
fifth row.
.
After intermi ssion, the program
resumed w ith Molter's Overture
Suite in C Minor. (Molter, a contemporary of Bach, was overshadowed
by the greats of the period that also
included Handel, Vivaldi and
Scarlatti). The Suite in C Minor, like
the Bach in C Major, started w ith a
long overture, and was followed by
three movements of dance forms.
There are differences however in
that they tend to be more melodic.
Still, the fugue persists with contrast
against strings by wind instruments,
as we heard- in Bach's su ite too.
The last suite, St. Paul's Suite for
String Orchestra, is a cheerful work
based in part on Engli sh Morris
dances.
The Garden State Orchestra is
made up of excellent musicians
who play together for love of music

Movies - True stories
The narrator, David By rne from

By Donna D'lnnocenzi
Imagine traveling to a town where

The Talking Heads, gets caught up

you've never been before, being
guided by a strange witted, dark
haired man. Through his eyes you
get a brief view of Texas before it
became a state and then his story
is placed in the present.
In a small Texas town you meet
up with a miriad of stran ge people.
You see a fashi on show where the
ma in attraction is the astrotu rf suit,
a wealthy woman who never gets
out of bed, and a man who puts an
advertisement on TY. for a wi fe.

in the town's strange setting. As the
movie changes from one scene to
the next an air of confusio n
develops.
Depicted in one scene is the
lonely man seekin g a wi fe in a local
bar. To him women are all the same
and don't have the capacity for long
term rel atiion ships.
He meets a number of women
through his ads. Through the course
of the movie there is the questi on
of who will be the one he chooses.
The next scene is taken off of the
empty field s of Texas. He goes
through the process of how town s
are elevated . Wi ll there be any
wilderness left in Texas i the future
or will there only be cr<Mded towns
wi th no more space is the question
here.
Directed by David. Byrne, True
Stories is a con fusing film w ith a
subtle sense of humor. I would
recommend this movie only for
those who like Camp Dead Pan
Humor.

Malcolm X
Duane Shepa rd portraying the
charismatic and controversial civil
rights leader, M alcolm X in Brother
Malcolm X, a live presentation of
the Black Touring Circuit, to be seen
November 6 at 8:00 p.m. in The Little Theatre. Free ticket, w ith Kean
College ID, available from Wilkin s
Theatre Box Office; additional
tickets are $3.00.

• Exposure to the Business World, with the Chance For Future Growth In Sales
... All you need is an enthusiasm for learning new skills and meeting new people. w~·re
Lifetouch Portrait Studios, a leading organization operating over 350 photography studios
in retail stores such as JCPenney, Kinderfoto and KIDS "R" US throughout the nation.

FULL or PART TIME Positions
Available At a· KIDS "R" US Studio Near You
Find out more! Call Toll Free: 1-800-231 -7969 and ask to speak with a Photographer
Recruiting Rep. ab~ut an opportunity at a studio near you. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

"An Extraordinary Film!"
- Jod S1cicl. WABC -TV

" 'Round Midnight' plays upon the
heart."
- Da"J An-..:n . NEWSW EE K
"A Masterly Tribute."
- Janel Ma, hn . TH E NEW YORK TIM ES

"A Poignant and Beguiling Lnve Story."
- R1 L· harJ Corh,,. T IM E

. "Spellbinding Entertainment."
- J\; h: r Trn\1.;r,. PEO PU·.

A NEW FILM DEDICATED TO
BUD POWEIL & LESTER YOUNG

ROUND
MIDNIGHT
□nl•M"'"·'~''""
OOU,, STfAfO I®

@

FROM WARNER BROS.

•

A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
Cl l . . . W.-.rt"BN,e..lnc. AU llipuRftlff"ecf

NOW PLAYING
A N RIC.Q C INE M A 5 TH[AIA[

PLAZA
58th SI. E. of M adison Ave.

355-3320

RK OCENT URV

RKO ART GREENWICt(__TWIN .
12th St at 7t h Ave.

929 -3350
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Frightful flicks - A real treat
By Rod Belle
Well gang Halloween· will be
upon us soon . " The night he came
home" (sound familiar?) And most
of us will probably be doing the
same thing we do every year. Going to parties, clubs or just staying
home awaiting trick or ·treaters. And
I' ll bet you probably are saying,
' 'Well I guess I'll have to go to John's
party again this year. I just wish
there could be something else I
could do. " Something unique
something different.'' And don't you
get frustrated because you can't find
the answer?
Well cheer up! Because I have just
the answer! Why not take in a
movie? So whats " so unique about
that"? " Big deal. I can go to a mc,,,ie
anytime.'' But have you ever thought
of going on Halloween? Now that 's
a real treat! And a few great howlers
have opened just in time for thi s
fright night. First if you love rock and
roll then you ' ll love Trick or Treat
(Family Ties) Mark Price stars as a
kid who resurrects his favorite rock
idol Sammy Curr from the dead by
playing one of hi s album s
backwards, and Sammy is out to
rai se some hell. Totally. All of you
Ozzy Ozbourne fans, guess what?
Ozzy makes a guest appearance
portraying an evangelist (this I have ,
'to see!) This should appeal to fans
of heavy metal and horror. Second
is a take of totally different nature.
From H.P. Lacecraft and the creators
of Re-animator comes From
Beyond. A take of the supernatural
returning to the screen after his appearance in Re-Animantor is Jeffrey
Combs, once again portraying the
mad scientist. If madmen, monsters,
and gore is your cup of tea, then
from ~ is exactly what )-OU ' re
looking for.
Have I got your eyes glued to this
article? Want more? Well there's

gallons more! Remember Wes
Craven? Driector of A Nightmare on
Elm Street? Well he has another
flick that's worth checking out,
Deadly Friend. This one is sort of
like a female version of Frankenstein . It's. not so much horror but it
has a few frightening and gory
moments to keep the viewer glued
to his seat. Despite a few minor
flaws, Deadly friend is still a decent
film to check out.
Doesn't this sound like fun?
Something un ique? Something different? Bet you never thought of it
this way, huh? Well keep tuned in
because there's (gasp ...) more! I've
already told you.about 3 major films
that have opened , but always
around this time during Halloween
Weekend some theatres show midnight horror flicks. Usually it's
George A . Romero's "Living Dead"
trilogy or some other classic. It will
be kind of interesting to see what
they will offer this year.
Doesn't this sound like the ideal
place to go this year? Thi s is what
you wanted, a unique and different
treat right? But if you must go to a
party or stay home, why not bring
the movies to you? That's right! You
can liven any party by watching
your favorite movies on your own
V.C.R. (or if you don't own one you
can easily rent one, do it in advance
though especially around thi s time
of year) . Just check out your local
video store, drug store and see a list
of great howlers they have to offer.
You can invite a few friends, break
open the Strohs and sit back and
watch endless hours of movies: You
can call it a Fright Night Party. From
oldies to goodies there's a huge
selection to choose form, and I am
going t~ give )-OU some f.M>rites. Or
course most of you probably have
your own favorites, but here are a
few suggestions.

To start off the evening you might
want to begin with the classic
Psycho! (Norman', oh God mother
blood! So much blood!) Can't have
a Fright night party without Psycho
can we? Or you might want George
A . Romero's classic Night of the Living Dead. The one that started it all.
How about the uncut version of The
Exorcist? or The Omen, the evil is
really alive in these! Have I got your
adrenalin going? Then to continue
the night you might want to check
out John Carpenter's classic Halloween (The night he came home).
No party should be without this
one. Then don't forget Alien. The
one that started it all. Just try watching the Chest burster scene in
slow motion! The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre (this one has more frights
than gore) . From Night-Day of the
Dead (Romero's classic take of the
gut wrenching dead) . Another of
John Carpenters films a remake of
The Thing (this one will turn your
stomach) Friday the 13th (a classic
that spawned 2-5).
You 're only just getting them started . Now you might try a few psychological thrillers like Brian
DePalma's Dressed To Kill (with
Angie Dickinson) Carrie, (don't
mess with that girl) or Body Double (beware of the handdrill sequence), He Knows Your Alone
(another psychopath on the loose
butchering young brides), When A
Stranger Calls (this one is rather in
the style of Dial M for Murder.
The night is still young, now
you'll wantto lighten them up a bit
after they have been scared out of
their wits. So you might try, Teen
Wolf (with Michael J. Fox, Ooh!
Very scary! The popular kid in the
school is a wolf!) Transyvania 6-500
(with Jeff Goldblum) Return of the
Living Dead, (a lighter side to the
livin11; dead films) , lets not forget

Ghostbusters (who you gonna call?)
Saturday the 14th (A semi-sequel
after Friday the 13th), Fright Nigth
(this one you can really sink your
teeth into . .. for real), and last but
not least An American Werewolf To
London (we all remember that
famous transformation scene, don't
we?) .
Now that you have them rolling
on the floor, it's time to really put
the fright in them (the witching hour
they call it). There are plenty of low
budget shockers ranging from
madmen to monsters to the bizarre.
You can find everything your looking · for. A few examples C.H.U.D.
(fierce creatures that dwell in New
York's Sewage System), Creepers (a
girl who has the gift of communicating with insects) and others,
you can shop around and fipd
which ones best suit you. (A word
of warning: read the box description
carefully. Some of these films are
definitely not for the squeamish) . A
couple of these films are definitely
going to be the hit of the party,
Stephen King films, especially The
Shing (just stare at Jack Nicholson's
face in freeze frame. It's enough to
give you the creeps!) Salems Lot
(without the commercials), Silver
Bullet (another werewolf tale), The
Dead Zone, and Cats Eye (three
takes of the macabre) . Now that
they. are really shivering, hit them
with David Cronberg's Scanners
(the finale will blow their minds),
Blood Simple (it just goes to show
you don't need alot of gadegtry to
make a good scary movie), and
finally your closing in for the big
score, The Evil Dead (this one will
have them literally pale)
Now the finale! If they dare still
stick around Re-Animator! (You'll
totally lose your head over this one!)
After this they'll be totally petrified
to go home in the dark! Adn you

wil'i have had one experience you ' ll
never forget. The good thing about
it is you can do it year after year and
each year it will always be different.
Now doesn't that sound like
something unique?
A Fright Night Party. What could
be better? Most of you probably
have video club memberships. Just
ask your loal video dealer to help
you plan your Fright Night Party.
What film s would be just perfect.
There is one film I forget to mmention, Poltergeist (Steven Speilberg at
his best) .
So gang, you have seen that I have
taken an ordinary idea and turned
it to somethign quite extraordinary.
So don't let those Halloween blues
get you down. Catch the movies.
You just may be scared to death!

WKNJ-Top20
1. Nick Cave - Kicking Again st
The Fricks - Homestead. 2. The
Fall - Living Too Long - Beggars
Banquet. 3. The Johnsons - Break
Tomorrow's Day - Restless. 4. Jungle Studs - LP - Alternative Ten tacles. 5. Painted Willie - Live In
Van Nuys - SST. 6. The Cavemen
- Yeah - Midnight. 7. Blood on
the Saddle - Poison Love - Su ite
Beat. 8. Yanni - Keys To The Imagination RCA. ** 9. Texa s
Chainsaw Massacre Pt. II - Variou s
- IRS. ** 10. Love Kill s - Variou s
- MCA. ** 11. Easterhouse - Contenders - Columbia. 12. Broken
Homes LP MCA. ** 13.
Volcano Suns -All Night Lotus Party - Homestead. ** 14. Moving
Targets - Burning In Water TMNG!! ** 15. A.0.D. - Nice Song
in D Major 7 - Buy Our Records.
** 16. Chain Link Fence - Positive
Throbbing
Lobster.
** 17. Phantom Tollbooth - LP Homestead. ** 18. STETZ - Songs
of Experience - Russo Syndicate
Records. ** 19. Baby Opaque Fugue in Cow Minor - Catch Trout.
•• 20. Snake-Out - Live Pizza Wanghead .
**indicates new entry
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Long on song Can six musicians, all with different tastes in music, be successful
in the same band? If you heard the
" Beat Exchange," you would clearly say yes;
·

Bayonne. Problems arise .when all
band members hav different
musical directions, but thi s group
has overcome them and have come
up with a very full and diverse
sound while keeping all band
members happy.

The band was formed a few years
ago in Kearny under the name
" Zero Cool." Today, after a few personal changes, they are based in

Here's a quick look at their
lineup. Ritch is a hard hitting drummer who's into metal. His setup is
a large set of Slingerlands with elec-

By Billy Long

The beat exchange

tronic drums and he is considered
one of Bayonne's top drumm.ers.
John comes from Brooklyn as does
Kris who is one of the singers. John
has switched over to bass from
guitar and is into straight out party
favorites such as " Mony, Mony" and
"Shout." Ki ss is new to the music
scene. Having never been in a band
before, she holds her own on stage·
rather well and has a wonderful
voice. Art and Ron came from Kear-

Soap update------alleged true love for Hillary! Phoebe investigation of the land issue. Viki
thinks Langley and Myrtle are hav- decided to submit to hypnosis (after
RYAN'S HOPE: Roger put Delia ing an affair, and plans to ruin Myr- Clint's urging) to bring Nikki Smith
in contact with a wealthy investor. tie's business at the boutique. Matt out and determine if she did in fact
Delia plans a new business venture lost $25,000 playing poker and is kidnap baby Jessica. There is the
into nostalgic fashion . Dakota saw now in debt to the very crook who distinct possibility that once Nikki
Jill and Frank together, but manag- is pursuing Erica's brother, Mark is released, she may not so readily
ed not to reveal his jealousy. Lizzie, · Dalton . Mark is a full-fledged co- disappear.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Monica
Owen's mother, was introduced as caine/crack addict; he hocks other
people's belongings to support his was a witness as Shawn's
a new character.
habit. His dependency on the drug preliminary hearing, but her anger
LOVING: Trisha is still with
is so bad that he goes through about Tiffany may have tainted her
gamblin' Nick, who beat Harry out
withdrawal without steady fixes.
testimony such that Shawn will face
of $10,000 playing poker, although
The story of the week is the love - trial. Duke is plotting to doubleNick had to use a marked deck to
triangle between Amy, Cliff, and cross the mob with the final
pull off his scam. Jim caught flack
Nina. Cliff finally admitted he still laundering of money. Scorpio blufffrom a flock member due to hi s
loves Nina; he ended his engage- ed Darnen by indirectly threatening
public display of affections for
ment with Amy. Amy ran hysterical- him with a supposed tape recording
Shana . Although he is no longer a
ly out of the house, her face stream- and by obtaining hi s fingerprints.
priest, hi s congregation still views
ing with tears. Sound effects sup- Now Darnen is spooked (just in
him as a role model for their
plied a screech of tires as Amy was time for Halloween) - which is exchildren. Lottie blurted out to Curhit by a drunk driver. Overcome actly what Scorpio hoped to
tis that she loves him, and embarwith guilt, Cliff may decide to marry accomplish.
rassed, planned to leave Corinth .
Amy despite his earlier decision.
Drugs, gambling, and organized
Curtis realized how special their
This one's a real Cliff-hanger!
crime are presently the popular
relationship is and convinced LotONE LIFE TO LIVE: Dorian and storylines on the ABC daytime
tie to stay in town. The scene endJohn agreed to take their commit- soaps. Hopefully these negative
ed in a gentle kiss, with Eva spying
ment one step further and try living elements of society won't be
from the stairs, a horrified expres·together. Dorian confronted Judith glamorized: Crime does not pay
sion on her nosy little face.
about son Jamie's involvement with (even though it sometimes seems it
All MY CHILDREN: Tad was the drug ring and Susan's murder. does). Drugs do destroy your life
back to his old ways and almost After Tina's plea for secrecy, Maria and are never a valid alternative, no
went to bed with Robin, despite his convicned Cord not to pursue his matter how down you may be!

By Stansi J. Farkas

Jorma------------By Bob Mischka
Jorma Kaukonen kept.his streak of
hot Kean College performances
alive Thursday night with another
stellar show. The small confines of
the Little Theatre proved a perfect
venue for the acoustic sounds of the
former Jefferson Airplane and Hot
Tuna guitarist.
_
Jorma, accompanied on guitar by .

Peter, a fellow friend and musician,
moved through two sets, each ab6ut
an hour in length . The show was
highlighted by material from his
Quah album, most notably the
beautiful song Genesis. He also performed two songs from hi s days
with Jefferson Airplane, Good
Shepherd and Embrionic Journey,
from the Classic Serialistic Pillow
album . The rest of the show con -
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sisted of some Hot Tuna material
and traditional blues songs done in
the double-picking style Jorma is
famous for. Songs played included
Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and
Burning, Death Don't Have No
Mercy, Keep on Truckin~ and Uncle Same Blues.
Whether you have seen Jorma
before or for the first time, this concert was impressive and fun!

" Berlin;' " INXS'; " Madonna;' and
ny, but I thinJ< they would rather be
in London . Their musical tastes lean
so on .
toward English pop. Art is a singer 1
In. the near future they will be
who also plays drums on occassion.
playing in Bayonne at "Mark's Pub"
and in Jersey City at "Escapades."
Ron is the bands guitar player, who
gets a very distinct sound out of his In December, they will open up for
" LaBamba" at a Christmas Show in
Roland synthesized guitar. Bill , the
keyboardist is heavily into art rock.
Bayonne. Their plans for the summer are to do clubs down the Jesey
If you want to get this guy out of a
Shore.
bad mood, just throw on some Yes
or E.L.P. He has .a large keyboard
If you should have the chance to
setup and he takes center stage dursee this band, do it! Their hard work
ing their show to sing "Rebel,
provides their audiences a good
Rebel: '
sound.
So you now see that they all aren't
Next week we'll take a look at ex
on the same wavelength most of the
" LaBamba & The Hubcaps"
time, but they have put together a
guitarist Joey Valdala with his new
good list of songs from bands such
band - "Joey & the Works." Until
as: "U2;' "Duran Duran;' "Bowie;'' then - take it easy.

.~!1Yt,Play will travel
On Tuesday, October 14, auditions took place for Kean Players on
Tour, featuring the play Andrades
and the Lion. But the hopefuls trying out were there to be part of
much more than an extracurricular
activity. Kean Players on Tour is a
three credit, speech-theatre-media
course, co_n ducted by Holly
Rhoades, scheduled for the spring
'87 semester.
The participating actors were admitted by audition onl y and will
utilize the two hour and forty
minute class, meting twice a week,
to rehearse Andrades and the Lion,
the comedy tale of a few brave (and
not so brave) Christians in Roman
times. The players will have the opportunity to perform different roles,
providing a broader learning experience as op1>;9.sed to the limiting

Fright night
More than the owls will be
hooting on Halloween Eve, October
30, here at Kean's Fright Night Film
Festival to be screened in the Little
Theatre beginning at 6:00 p.m . The
4-hour film marathon will include
a maleficent melange of horror, scifi , and cartoons. Prizes will be
awarded for interesting and unusual
costumes.
The thrills and chill s begin with
George Romeo's cult classic, " Night
of the Living Dead". Zombies
awakened by a nuder war roam the
countryside seeking out the living
to feast on their flesh . Yum, yum.
" Plan 9 From Outer Space" ho.Ids
the dubious honor of being named
the worst film ever made. It involves
Bela Lugosi in a plot that defies
description . Poor Bela died before

situation of representing only one
character. When rehearsals are
polished, the company will take the
show on the road to area high
school s with a finale performance
here at Kean.
Now that you know what Kean
Players on Tour is, read on to learn
who they are. Congratulations are
in order for the following students:
Matthew Bonus, Jeff Caplan, Rick
Fernandez , Sally Green, Tom
Gilmore, Andy Kossowsky, Debbie
Laursen, Donna Lipton, Lynn Lorfing, Deirdre MacNamara, Marc
Malara, Kathy Monahan, Kathryn
Paluscio, Angela Scalzo, Aaron
Todoroff, Leah Valley and alternate
Julie Mantel.
Break a leg, troupe, and we will
be seeing you on stage next spring.

rdm

fest

the film was completed and was
replaced by a dentist in a black
cape. Dig those flying paper plates
from outer space.
.
The infamous Count of Darkness
returns in "Count Blacula". Seems
that this Black Prince (No not that
one) had the chutzpah to ask the
County to sign a petition to aboli sh
slavery and the old boy left his mark
on more than the petition . Thi s
gives Black power new meaning.
A trio of cartoon s will be shown
also.
The film festival is sponsored by
the Cultural Arts Programm ing
Board . No food or beverages are
permitted in The Little Theatre.
Tickets are free with a Kean College
ID; others are $2 .00.

"

CCI Present
The Second City
Touring Company
Little Theatre
College Center
Tuesday,
November 11, 1986
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

"HILARIOUSI ONE OF THE WILQEST,
WEIRDEST PICK-ME-UPS OF
THE YEARI
11

-

PEOPLE, Peter Travers

"Brilliant! A triumph! Provocative,
dizzying, satisfying and, above all,
tremendous fun!"
-

N .Y. DAILY NEWS MAGAZINE,

Susin Shapiro
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12:15 pm Film, "THE DEAANT ONES," Little Theatre, Free,
CAPB
12:30 pm FALL SKIES SHOW,
Planetarium, Free, GM
7:30 pm Film, "THE DEFIANT
ONES," J-100, Free, CAPB ·
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8:00 pm BROTHER
MALCOLM X, Little Theatre,
Free Tickets, CAPB
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12:00 pm COMPARABLE
WORTH : FINANCIAL EQUITY
FOR WOMEN, Downs Hall,
Rm-A, Free , WRC
12:30 pm FALL SKIES SHOW,
Planetarium, Free, GM

m
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8:00 pm PUERTO RICO \
DISCOVERY DAY, Downs Hall,
Rms-1 & 2, PROUD
8:00 pm DAMES AT SEA,
Wilkins Theatre, Fee, STM

12: 15 pm Film, "LA STRADA, "
Little Theatre, Free, CAPB
12:30 pm FALL SKIES SHOW,
Planetarium, GM
7:30 pm Film, "LA STRADA ,"
J-100, Free, CAPB
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8:00 .pm DAMES AT SEA,
(_ Wilkin~ Theatre, Fee, ST~

INFORMAL RECREATlON
HOURS, End at 3:00 pm, Re-open
Mon. 12/1/86
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CBC Anniversary Reunion

Tony Brenan happily accepts award presented by Cindy Martoni.

Harvey Jackson makes remarks after accepting an award from Tom
O'Donnel.

Photos by Mike Della Sala

Paul Hart says a few words at the banquet. While Howie Tsernov looks
....
on.

The head table: from left to right are Cindy Marconi, Tony Brenan, Paul Hart, Tom O'Don·
nel and Terri Cote.
_,,..
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Annou cements.- - - - ~ - - - - - .

Attention:
Freshmen
and Sophomores

1

Federal and State aid cut
backs! Tuition increasing by
8% to 9% per year. Academic
subsidies research grop has
academia's financial answer
with over 4 billion dollars
available in financial aid from
privately funded sources.
That's right, these awards are
not based on the traditional
profiles, but are based on entirely different criteria. These
awards require NO pay back
and are renewable thru your
years in school. This is the service you can't afford not to use.
For free and complete details
call or write: Acadmeic Subsidies Research Group, Suite
1430, P.O. Box 703, Belle
Mead,
N.J.
08502
201-874-3294.

Important
Announcement For
Fall Undergraduates
All students admitted to
Kean College before Fal 1984
who have not completed
Freshman
Composition
(whether regular or ESL) must
take ENG 1010, Freshman
Composition, as soon as
possible. This course will be
phased out within several
semesters. If you have any
questions, please contact Dr.
Weinstein or Dr. Koros in the
Department of English.

.

1·

Men's Tennis
Team Candidates

I

I

Are Choosing A Career
In Teaching
Under Stress?
Take A Deep Breath & RELAX
Workshop: Stress Reduction
Thru Right Breathing

Internship in Sociology

Time: Thursday, October 30th,
3:00-4:00
Place: Counsellng Center,
SA126, Book Store Building
YOU are Invited!
Cell 527-2082 for further Information.

'Basea on the now[ 6y 'D.:Jl . Lawrence
'}[pvem6er 4, 19 8 6
1:40 PM . ana 7:40 PM
,[)
J 100 o·Meara ;waitorium

:c
I-

I

1----------

omen
•
in
Love

Ill

I

I

, senior Sociology major with at

::&

i
I

1·

! least a 3.0 G.P.A. in the major,

◄

I

I

I

z

I and the permission of the in! structor. For more information,
contact Dr. Jack Kamerman,
I 527-2090.

I
t

I
I

I

I
I

II

Offered By The

Starts Monday, November
3rd (for 5 weeks). Proven
techniques, please call and
sign up - 527-2083, if the time
or day is a problem let us know
that too; we may have a second day.

Vs.
Glassboro
1:30

Tonight
At the Rub
Halloween Partylll
• Come In Costume •
• Prizes For Best Costumes •
• Drink Specials •
• DJ Extraordinare •
Be There' Or Be Square

I

I-

OF
KCNJ
November 1, 1986
FOOTBALL GAME
Kean

Counseling Center
Bookstore Building 126
Mondays .

1st·Annual
International Week
November 17-21

Attention Students
Here Is Your Chance
To Win Cash
The Day Care Center
Parents Asociation will hold its
50/50 drawing at their meeting
on November 4 at 1:40-3 p.m.
in room CSN 111.
Your name must be in to
win. Chances are still being
sold in the College Center.
Also at this meeting, Mr.
Michael Searson of the
Department
of
Early
Childhood and Family Studies
will be the guest speaker. He
wm talk about: " How Parents
Can Deal With The School
System ." All are welcome to
the meeting.

Nov. 17 thru 21
Exhibition
Library
9 a.m.-11 p.m.
(Exhibits & costumes from Africa, Asia, Caribbean, Europe, North
America & South America will be displayed).
Nov. 18
Forum
Little Theater
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
(Supperpower policies in thrid world countries)
Nov. 19 International Night Little Theater 7 p.m to 10 p.m.
(Steel Band, Caribbean, Indian, Lebaneese, Latin & African
dances).

Nov.21 Latin,Afro-Caribbean FestivalCollegeCenterB p.m. to2 a.m.

SIGN-UP NOW
FOR
KAOS

Storytellers and Poets
THE GRUBSTREET
WRITER
(Kean College's
Literary Magazine)

Prizes Will Be Awarded • Entry Fee s300

Killing As an Organized Sport

::&

National College

Alcoholic's Anonymous is I
Internship Service
Are you or do you plan to be
Attention all men a
having
a
closed
meeting
on
The
National College Interna major in: (1) English (2) 1
meeting
on
Tuesday,
Tuesday
from
1:40to3:00p.m.
i
ship
Service,
NCIS, of New
Mathematics
(3)
Biology
(4)
November 11, 1986 will take
Call
Hot
Line
for
location
at
York
assists
undergraduate
Chemistry/Physics
(5)
Earth
. place in the D'Angola Gym at
; and graduate students to obScience (6) History (7) Political 289-9100 or 527-2360.
2 p.m. in Rm. D 126 - Coach
tain individually designed inScience
(8)
Sociology
(9)
Ochrimenko.
ternships in their major fields
Economics or (9) Spanish?
during Summer 1987 a'nd DeWould you like to know
about
an
undergraduate
proParents
&
Friends
Of
cember/January
Intersession
1
Basketball
1986-1987. Placements are
gram here at Kean which I
Lesbians & Gays
Cheerleading Tryout
available in New York City,
would certify you to teach your
Meetings Planned
Kean College Basketball major subject in Middle,
Our meetings are on these- Long Island .and Westchester.
Cheerleading tryout mandator Junior, or Senior High I cond Sunday of each month at Early application is essential.
meeting will be held Nov. 5th
Write or call: National College
Schools?
1 the Munn Avenue Presbyterat 6:00 p.m. in D 125. All those
Don't Walt!
1· ian Church, 7 South Munn Internship Service, 374 New
wishing to tryout must attend!
Come to the ICA Depart- I Avenue at Freeway Drive East York Avenue, Huntington, New
ment in Willis 1~5- to find out 1 Orarige. We meet from' 2:30 York 11743, (516) 673-0440. On
about the required sequence 1
_ p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in a relaxed campus information is availCriminal Justice
of
~ourse~
for
teaching
your
and cordial atmosphere. There able through the Career and
Club Meeting
Internship Placement offices.
maJor subJect.
I are· no dues or fees.
· There will be a meeting of
You will be under no 1
the Criminal Justice Club on obligation if you consult us.
Tuesday, November 4 in Rm.
Free Smoking
W-313. All members are urged Educatlon Has Become
MNt The Dynamic
A Growth Industry
· Cessation Group
to attend. New members are
TWIRLERS
welcome.
More And More Persons·

The Sociology Department
will be offering an Internship in
Sociology for majors in Spring
1987. The , purpose of the .
course is to place students in
work settings where they can
•
- - - - , - - - - - ' ' - - - ~ - . : . - . . - - - - - - - - 1 put their knowledge of
Sociology to practical use.
I Pr;erequisites are twelve
,,;2~~~=~ credits inSociology, junior or

~l

I

AA Meeting .·

Interested in Teaching? 1

We are accepting submissions for prose, poetry, and
One Act Plays. Mailboxes
located in English Dept. , Willis

Register yourself from Nov. 3 to Nov. 14
From 10:00-2:00 in the College Center

The Action Starts on Dec. 1st!
Sponsored by the GCC

305.

_________

----·- -·--------------~,._
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Classifieds
Shipping/Receiving Clerk (Part
time) . Industrial Distributor requires part time Shipper/Receiver
in an office environment. Four/five
hours per day at student's convenience. Walter Bl Gallagher Company, 609 Boulevard, Kenilworth,
N.J. 07033 - contact Mrs. Davidson at (201) 272-8800.

Tired, exhausted, experiencing
atreu? Why don't you get away
on a vacation tor a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a
certified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Guttman, C.R.M.T. ·at 687-4549.
·

Independent Personals----

To Mike R., Happy 20th Birthday!!!!
Love You Always, Ch'Rene
To The Greek Goddess That Loves
42: Hey, I hear you " Love To Lust."
Well so do I!! Let's get 2gether
sometime. Lustfully Yours, Jim

Anthony & John, Hey dudes! We' ll
bring the legs - you bring the BIG
BOTTLE - together we'll have a
pissa. Love Ya, Your Jersey Girls

Al, Surprise!!!!! How 'bout dancin'
on Saturday night? You know the
place. Be there or be square. Love

Ya Lots, The Booster Sisters
Love Ya Brundle P.
To BSU: ·United we stand . Divided

Joseph Eapasito INChes

Artistic Ml.._
Technique DECROUX
lmprovlCompoeltlon/
Performanee.
for the ldDr • Dancer
Mime for the MIME
_Info: (201) 351-2982

we fall ,·

To Allison "The Babooni;' in 205
- Burch, we will come to see you
in Upsala, while our girlfriends are
away (sike) . Signed, Your Imaginary

Friends

up. Hopefully we don't need any
shots! Like to be your - Nasty

Teddy Ruxpin, Are you home? lrol

Frankie, Friends forever! No hard
feelings. See you on the 4th. Am I
your favorite "Little Devil?" Love Ya!

Nurses

Ang, Adnyl & "EiEi'~ Thank you for
being such great friends! Lori

Cutiepie
DJ Extraordinare, Smoke any good
Tylenol lately?

Dear Pickle Nose, Than x for the
best week of my college life. Love
Always, Seestak Lover P.S. Nothing's
too good to be true!

Greg, Why don't you stop playing
with your computer and start playing with something else. From Two

Hot To Handle
Gimme an " S" . .. S! Gimme an " I"
. . . I! Gimme an " M" . . . M!
Gimme an " O" .. . O! Gimme an
"N" ... N! What does it spell!
Whore!

Sister Sfug, Thanx for being great
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and sharing your roommate. Lowe

\\bmen of ICean College and Vicinity: You haven't lived 'til you can

Experience helpful, not a must.
Apply in person. Springfield

Manor, Springfield Ave., Union or
call otJT-4200.

Tim Riegle (H-105, ext. 2342)
about the newly established coop
program in design technology.
Graduate with a B.S. in design,
full-time job experience, and no
student loans to pay-off. The program is to begin in Fall 1987
semester.
,

House For Sale. In Old Bridge,
N.J. Three bedroom split level,
large family room, eat-in kitchen,
dining room, living room, 2½
baths, asking $185,000 _ If interested contact Marianne T. Fucci
_
•
_
679 1413

--------------1
National Puerto Rican/Hispanic
Voter Participation Project, Inc.
Want to make extra money? National Project seeks students to do
computer data entry. If you are a
fast and accurate typist, this is
your opportunity to make over
$250.00 per thousana records. For
more •information call (201)
688-9090.

------------~

brush, hop, step. And a 5, 6, 7, 8!!!

To Lunchtime Theatre People, One
down and three to go. Keep up the
good work. Matt ·
Rachel, Cindy, Lori, Collenn, Debbie, Debbie, Tori, Heidi: When 1
first ca'me to Kean, I was really
scared . You guys made it much
easier., Thanks alot!!! Phyllis

The Stripper, 3rd Floor, Dougall,
You are hot, sexy and I love those
bun s! Yes, you turn me on!! (More
than you know!) Can't wait till that
weekend by the shore. Just thinking
about it gets me exci ted . The Brat

Diane, Wi th all the love that goes
on in the world, none can come to
that which is ours. I love you . Love,
Jason
Diane, Never to worry! No bleach

Ter

16,278 to choose from -all subjects ' Dear Pickle Nose, How about those

NBlrl aqnq;l~/~J;9le22

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Aulstance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Nicole, Would love to go out with
you, or go in with you . Fogged

Evita. From, Mr. Gucci

To Deanna and her two friends, Are
they real? Love, Lick, Lap, Squeeze
and P.lease . ,

Dear Mecha, You are the greatest
- loved the card and personal in
the paper - you are a very special
friends to have. I love you too. The
Ben, Roses have a seasonal beauty
- most had died already. Feelings
also have a seasonal beauty, ours
did. 1'11 lc,.e you again next summer.

Lady Lowe
J.H. -

Me In Fawr of Hot and Juicy
Personals

"twas brillig and the slithy toves."
Holly where did you ever?! Ricky

Red Sox?! Breaded ch icken cutlets,
cauliflower w/cheese, chef's salad,
baked potatoes w/gravy. You pick
the drink and the dessert. Love Ya,
D P.S. I'll do the dishes.

Chaz,· Where's Rich? The Marx
Brothers
·

rush in like thi s - 20 seconds after
saying hello . .. , but please understand - I'll be good for you -you 'd
be surprisingly good for me -

To Kean Players on Tour, Androcleas never had it so good - but

$4.50 to $5.00 a hour to start. · BESTEST! Love, Jason
Please call 201-353-6681 for
Derek, I'm feel ing that you r too
details.
good to be real cause I can't believe
--------------1 the way you make me feel! Love Ya,

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

snow. Did we do anything stupid?

Lowe Ya, The No. 1 Neurotic P.T.
Student

Full and Part Time positions: blonde will ever take you r place.
available for entry level research Becau se your more than j ust
work In Elizabeth. Flexible hours, I another pretty face!! You 're the

lfBIAICH PIPERS

Wilma, Please do me, Dino.
Tri-Pi, Hope we had fun in the

Jason, I never knew lo.e before till
you walked .through my door. 1lo.e
you truly, truly dear! Forewer, Diane

make it, only 7 weeks till Xmas!

To Cast of "Dames At Sea:' Shuf-

ages 22-50. Experience or a great
body NOT required. We train and
certify. Earn $15/hr. Small fee for
workshop. 750-1560 or 757-5TT6.

Stephanie

Sex is good .. . more sex is better
... Cheap sex is best and having
cheap sex then telling about it in an
Indy personal is the ultimate.Sign

To the P.T. Class of '88, We will

H No. 2, B, It might happen yet,

since butter on bagels are the· way
1to my heart and I'm ready for
No. 15, I apologize to you & the · serious~(lss. Interested
team . You don't suck!
Dopkoko, " Can you help me?!" lrol
No. 58, Happy Birthday and may all
your wildest fantasies come true. To My Roommate in' Rogers
Lotsa luv, hugs, and kisses. Kris & Cram it!

honestly say "I got done in 1 oh 11"
Stop by . .. Live The Dream

- - - - - - - - -.. . . . . --◄ fle, step, shuffle, step. Step, step,
Fltne.. Workshop. Women PIT,

cold sho.ver, it just wasn't that good!
Toey Googs
. •-1

When I think of you I
develop a severe respirator condition . .. HEAVY BREATHING!! D.B.

Ya,. B~her Slug
Students Interested In In. duatrlal/product/archltectural
dealgn technology. Contact Prof.

To Insatiable l-n-11, I don't need a

Glasses

Twist, This is a generic personal ,
hoping to see your tan lines. 5 Guys

Bloomies Shopper

P.T. of 88, Cook your kadabbers.
Call Jack 354-8182 anytime. P.S. We
also do pets.

Walter, waitress, bartenders, kitchen help, part time weekenda.

Lowe, The Sisters of XP

To "Mr. Louie Vettor;' I don't always

Send your roommate to your 8:00
Friday class, because you were
drinking and "stuff" until 7:00 a.m.,
is no way to be. You bring new
meaning to the word loser.

Tony, Chris, Eugene, Kim & Theresa

Best of luck to the Alpha Gamma
pledge class of Lambda Chi Rho.

Captain Harlock

Tom M., BEWARE! The " Hickey

Battle of the Buildings is to be commended! Our team may have been
the smallest, but it was the greatest!

Rabbit & Asti

Doctor, We need a thorough check-

Never!

Dougall Hall Athletes & Morale
Supporters, Your performance in

Rick Stroka, Meet me in Avenel KMart by the Men's underwear, Saturday at 8 p.m. - A Friend from

worked, we haven't seen any squirrels in the apartment since. White

Murchison, right between the eyes!!

Amanda

to stop by and look at the " wool "
sweaters. Richy

Oatmeal, I guess the extermination

Psych

Dear Renee, Hi, I miss you, thanks
for another chance. Love Always,
Mike P.S. I like your hair Dave!

Patrol " is on the prowl.

Looking for a little beaver . . ..
Ward

"Man With The Feeling,'' I must
laugh, or I shall give you what I gave

Sandy, Carrlos & Hilda, Saturday
night·in_NYC was super. Let's do it
again , only this time it's _Carrlos's
turn. :You guys are the greatest.

Jon, How's the cellar going? I'll have
Sales. Retail plumbing supply counter sales person
knowledge of plumbing helpful.
Route 22, Springfield, 376-2166.
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To the Point Keepers of Sigma Beta
Tau, Thank God for beer goggles.
Tally-Ho
Eileen, Why J.R.?
To 1. Coogs, Stop spending my ring
money! Rea

To The Men in 211, Here's to the
nicest, sweetest, greatest, biggest
and sexiest guys on campus.

(Modestly) The Men in 211

Denise on the 6th Floor Rogers, I

Ghostbuster, Don't (orget we have
a hallway agreement. Yours in Like,
Olive Juice

Wheels is here!!

hope your dream has me in it,
because I know your in mine. Let's
get together!

Carrie B., Rosie, beep-beep, woowoo! Yo owe me a beer! Love, Erika

To The Alpha Zeta Pledge Class of
Sigma Beta Tau, good luck. Brother

Jay-Twain, you· gots me hots! I think
it's what you gots! Bozo

Sinoothy, battin down the hatches.

J
Whiteman Hall - Awesome job in
Spiker, I saw you playing volleyball
and gee you're a cutie. Secret
Admirer

battle of the buildings! Your enthusiasm and team spirit was cJverwhelming. Enjoy your victory!

of It, Dimitra
Sozio Hall would like to congraulate Whiteman Hall on their

Lori, Have you done the " push"
lately!! Great cheeks! A Fan!

Eileen, Still love yol! . JR
down now because I'm tired of
holding him. John

Teddy Ruxpin, If ya don't boil the
water then how 's it goin' to cook?

Nickie, A lifetime with you wouldn't
be so bad - do you know what I
mean? October 5, 1987? Love & Lots

The Rush Man

winning of Battle of the Bu ildings
see you there next year! !

To the Point Keepers of Sigma Beta
Tau, Guys your doi ng rea l good .
Everyone is in double digits and it's
getti ng very competitive.

Residents & Staff

Mary Ann, I wa nt you. I want you
to spend time w ith me. Cafeteria
Man
Sigma Mu Kappa, Be nice to the
outsider Sigma. Just be cool and ignore the outsider in your life and fo r
a while; Mu don't get so drunk;
Kappa how did you like ou r
abolishing the ·demons? Phi Zeta

Omicron
2 3 & 3 2 & 4, I need help w ith my
Al g. & Tri g. But then again, so do
you! Love, 42 & 1

Kaline, So w hen are you coming
over the house for dinner? Nick's
Mom

Keeping the faith , but running out
of patience. Peter Gabriel is still
December 1st. Call, write, send a
telegram . Guess Who?

To You Know Who You Are, I am
a P9ssible pledge for NOX and I
don'.t think it was nice what you
wrote about them. Just because ya
screwed up don't take it out on
them . So grow up, you 're in college
now, not in pre-school.

Dougall Hall Staff & Residents
Dave, May I put Ploondog Horizon

To The Tall Blonde in 109 Burch,

To the Residents of Whiteman Hall,
Congratulations on winning the Battle of the Buildings 1986-1987. You
are No. 1 1n my book. Barbara

Ina, Wh ere are you r rubbers
because it's raining, raining, ra ining
in your - . Love, Bebe & Trixie
Rocky, I ruv rou and I rant rour
reni s! Meet me behind Wilkins to
practice ·our chug-chugs! Rove,
Roraryn

Yes, it is true that red roses have the
most thorns but if you handle them • To Wasteland Tramp No. 1, Don't
properly you won't get hu rt.
worry - Medication is well-stocked
for the next month; and thereafter.
Hey Kathy, Quick, get the BUTTON The next party I have is the engageBRIGADE, I'm out of safety pins! P.S. ment party; hopefully it won't be a
I do not snore! Love, Trixie
flop! Wasteland Tramp No. 2

Joan, I'm having an affair with
Rocky - now he choo chooed me:
--Yee Ha!!! It wa s better than
Chop-Suey!

itchE, M r. Garlic is missing. Have
you seen him around? And around ,
and around ...

R.K., Where to thi s Thursday?Aldo's
maybe? - R.S.V.P.
Then Vladimir, the possessed dog
from hell , climbed throu gh th e
hangers and the velveeta into D r.
Ruths spaceship to fly; to Kean ...
to become a star!

'·
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Comics--------------Cliff's Crew

by Vince Jones

,rs TIE RETURN a= CLIFFS C.REW cf /(.C.

TODAtS TOP STORY. ..
A MASS MURDER/Nb

VICE. .. FOR TT/OSE WW'S 1-l()/NIN6 us THIS
>7:A~ HERES 00( CAST OF CHARICTERS ....

LEAVES TEN DEA..HUH?
0~ CL/FFJ YOU WM'T
6000 NEWS? SPORTS.>

TUE Mrr5 AR£ CL0'.5£

JUSTtCf

IS
W.S OVER FDRTl/f RE/J5a . SERVfD!

TO Cl.lNOIWG... AND

Ll:ETWOOO

A. FUNNY CK.tam-

College Corner

by Allen Moss

Runners

by Gaylin Manzon

HEY·' All. :z:. VIIWTEO

W~ A yE.s OR
}lo

Calvin
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Intramural and recreational sports
Revised Hours
D'Angola Swimming Pool .
Effective Monday, October 6, 1986
through Friday, December 12, 1986
1st half of the semester: September 15 to October 28
Morning/Afternoon
Evening
Monday
3:00-5:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Tuesday
1:45-4:00 p.m .
7;40-10 :00 p.m.
Wednesday
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m .
Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
1:45-5 :30 p.m .
7:30-10:00 p.m .
Friday
1:00-5:30 p.m.
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m .-3 :00 p.m .
Sunday
11 :00 a.m .-3:00 p.m.
2nd half of the semester: October 29 to December 12
Morning/Afternoon
Evening
Monday
12:15-3:00 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m:"
Tuesday
12:15-3:00 p.m.
7:30-10 :00 p.m.
Wednesday
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.
Thursday
10:00 a.m .-3 :00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
Friday
1:00-3 :00 p.m.
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Saturday
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m .
Sunday
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
*On Monday, November 3 and 10, the pool will be ope·n
from 7:40-10:00 p.m.
PLEASE NOTE: On Wednesday, October 29 and December 3, the
pool opens at 12:30 p.m. (instead of 11 :00 a.m.)

Club news
Mens swim club
The first meeting of the Men's
Swim Club will be held on Tuesday,

October 28th in the Di\ngola Poo°t.
Any male on campus interested in

..-A~~~1
.
· ?;\, , Dep::trtmeri of
f ftrarn..ml - Recrealicnal Sporls

~ J Divisiat of Spats Obs

competitive swimming is invited to
attend. Bring your suit and goggles!!

Womens lacrosSe organizi,ng
An organizational meeting for
anyone interested in playing

Lacrosse this Spring will be held
Tuesday, November 18th at 1:40

fitne.ss '3 .
e.xe.rc.1se.

£1 ~

p.m . (College Hour). No previous
experience is necessary.

Indoor whiffleball
Last week in Indoor Whiffleball,
Sweet Leaf barely managed to continue their undefeated streak. Delta
Force's amazing 7 run inning comeback was not quite enough to defeat the league's leader, and Sweet
Leaf won the game 10°9. Grand
Slam and Team Waffle II each won

their games last week to continue
their two way tie for second place.
One Hitter's wone their game to
keep their hold on third place. The
Yahoos now move .into fourth place
while Delta Force and Sigma Beta
Tau are still clinching last place:

NOTICE
All Informal Recreational Facilities will be closed at 6:00 p.m. on
Friday, October 31st and will remain
closed on Saturday, November 1st
due to the home football game.
Regular hours will resume on
Sunday.

MONDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESD.~Y
WEDNESD;;Y
TH URSDAY
TH URSDAY
SATURDAY

4 00
30
00
30
30
4 CO
B 00
11 00
7
B
4
7

5 00
30
00
30
30
- 5 00
- 9 00
-12 00
-

B
9
5
B

PM
PM
PM
Ptl
PM
PM
PM
PM

CSW-ll B
CSW-118
CSW- 11 8
CSW-11 B
CSW-118
CSW- 118
CSW -118
CSW-118

nREGiSTRATION REQUIRED••
REGISTER:
INTRAMURAL- tECRl:ATIONAL SPORTS OFFICE
D'ANGOLA GYM D104 X 2002

.
Volleyball Standings
.

Northern Division
Team Bong
Barbarians IV
Sigm·a Beta Tau Mixed Nuts
lgnatious fuzz
The Reds
Hollywood Knights

INDOOR WHIFFLEBAll

Fla,g f ootba/,l .
The first round of the· double
elimination tournament was played
Sunday, October 19th.
The Headhunters and Identity
Crisis were tied at the end of regular
time. The Headhunters won in overtime .12-6.
In the second game, the Medics

continued their winning ways,
beating Sigma Beta Tau 22-8. The
Medics then proceeded to beat the
Express 32-6, to put them into the
semifinals.
The Headhunters also won their
second game of the day, beating
Sigma Theta Chi 20-6.

Wins
2

1
1
0
0
0

losses
0
0
0

1
1
2

.,

The Headhunters will take on the
Medics next Sunday, in what promises to be a trendous game.
The final game to determine the
Flag Football Champion will be
Sunday, November 2nd at 12:00
noon.

Southern -Division
. Spikers
Captain Jack
Sigma Beta Tau & Friends
Raiders
Scots
Vietnamese Division
Hotline Flames
lnterforce

Wins
2

1
1
1

·O
1
0
0

losses .
0

1
0
0
2
1
1
1
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_SP.Orts
1986-87 NHL hockey preview
By Mark Malnowski
housecleaning was anticipated. But
Hockey Season is upon us again,
the new Nordiques are still the
eight long months of the most rugg- same team as last yeas heartless
ed, fast-paced and intensely con- group. And Michael Goulet and the
tested sport know to man. Last year Stastny Brothers are off to a frightenthe Montreal Canadiens were the
ingly horrible start.
stunning recipients of the coveted , 6. Pittsburgh Penguins-Yes! The
Stanley Cup. Balanced with scoring Pens are a team to be. reckoned
to1:1ch from Mats Naslund ano Bob- with. Hockeys new dynamo, Mario
by Smith, Hardwork in the neutral
Lemieux is as technically skilled as
zone by Guy Carbonneau, steady you know who but he is bigger and
defense lead by Larry Robinson and
stronger, 6'6", 215. And now, in h1 : .
Chris Chelios and unbelievable third season, he has a capable cast
contributions from youngsters to work with, like Ron Duguay, Jerry
Claude Lemieux, Gaston Gingras Ruskowski and Randy Cunneyand · Patrick Roy, the Flying Fren- worth . The defense is green but
ch men withstood the Calgary their is potential especially in guys
Flames. The NHL elite of the Flyers,
like Doug Bodger and Ville Siren .
Capital Oilers and nordiques all
5. Washington Capitals-Can this
suffered through painfully unsatis- team ever succeed i"n the playoffs?
fying playoffs. 1 his season they will Probably not. Bobby Carpenter is
attempt to make amends for
the key here and he's off to another
1985-86's disasters. Here's the
dreary start. Teammates Mike Gart· leagues ten best teams:
ner, Alan Haworth and newcomer
10. Chicago Blackhawks-Nothing Michael Pivonka are better players
new in the windy city, same crew
when Carpenter is hot. Pete Peeters
of Denis Savard, Ed Olczyk and Al
is simply not a dependable goalie.
Secord. Problem is the defense is
4. Montreal Canadiens-Last years
still unsturdy, Troy Murray isn't put- surprise Cup winners won't repeat.
' ting the puck in the net and goalies
But not oecause of Guy CarbonMurray Bannerman and Bob Sauve
neau, Larry Robinson or Mats
just can't make the big save.
Naslund. The defense beyond
9. Minnesota Northstars-GM
Robinson needs another leader, Big
Lou Nanne has added some foreign
Larry is 36 now. The offense wants
faces to this individualistic group a big scorer, someone like Claude
but the need here is a stay at home
Lemieux in last years playoffs. So far
defenseman. Too many lazy yet of- this year Lemieux has shown little
fensive happy bluelines keepir:ig the
resemblance to last years playoff copick from Dino Ciccarrelli , Brian
hero. Co-hero to Patrick Roy, of
Bellows and Scott Bjugstadt.
course.
8. Hartford
Whalers-The
3. Calgary Flames-The Flames
Whalers came within an overtime
have it all, Speed Muscle, strong
goal of proceeding to the Con- goaltending, cornermen, steady
ference Championship in their first defense all except one important inappearance in the NHL Playoffs. gredient, youth. Last years beautifulThis squad is well balanced with
ly fashioned team was fabricated
defensive cornerstone Dave Babych
just a little too late. Veterans like
compliment in g exp losive goal
Lanny McDonald, John Tonelli ,
scorers like Ron Francis, Ray Ferraro
Doug Risebrough, Paul Reinhart
and the hard working Kevin Dineen . and Jim Peplinski may be too old for
7. Quebec Nordiques-Following another serious run at the cup. The
last years first round playoff sweep eight month long seaso n is
loss to Hartford , extensive Calgary's most deadly weapon.

2. Edmonton Oilers-The Oilers
are very hungry and also very angry.
Last seasons heartbreaking defeat to
the Flames in that memorable
seventh game is all the motivation
they need to get back to their
throne. The nucleus of Gretzky, Jarri
Kurri, Glenn Anderson, Paul Coffey
and Grant Fuhr is still performing to
its high standards, maybe just now
reaching its peak. However their is
one weakness. Edmonton's blue
liners have always been criticized
even during the Cup years, and now
they've lost two regulars, Don

By John Nalbone
Quarterback Dave Johnson threw
two touchdown passes to tight end
Kevin McGuirl to pace Kean to a
21-12 victory over Wesley College in
Dover, Delaware on Saturday, ending a four game losing streak.
Fullback Russell Williams scored
from the one yard line to help Kean
(3-5) to a 6-0 lead in the first period.
A fumble recovery enabled the
Cougars to increase their lead to
14-0, when Johnson hit McGuirl
over the middle en-route to a 38
yard touchdown. Randy Wood ran
in the two point conversion to atone
for John Mattos' miss on the first
score.
Johnson, fill,ing in for the injured
Anthony Fishetti , completed 13 of
25 for 211 yards. McGuirl, who is
already among the state leaders in
scoring, hauled in seven passes for
141 yards.
Wesley, (0-6) division Ill 's version
of Columbia, cut the Kean lead to
eight when Ric' ~ Zemanik, who
rushed for 108 ya rds on 23 carries,
scored on a 27 yard run to cut the
deficit to 14-6. The Cougars
answered right back when Johnson
found McGuirl for a 15 yard

chance at NCAA post season bid .
Madelyn Palko (sr., Edison) led
the Cougars by scoring all three of
Kean's goals on the week, giving
here a team leading 22 on the
season . Chris Auleta (sr., Ramsey) ,
Sue Leahy (so., Jackson) and Laura
Medvitz (jr. , South Amboy) each

notched an assist, Medvitz's against
F & M.
The Cougars have two more
regular season contests to play.
Scranton and Catholic will each try
to set back the rolling Kean team
this week.

City) enjoyed the fray with East
Stroudsburg as she netted the lone
Cougar goal with a perfectly executed rush on goal. Co-captains
Rachelle Nifoussi (sr. , Piscataway)
and Colleen Moyle (sr., Pompton
Lakes) played their consistent passing game and defenders Patty Lyon

(sr. , Newton) and Debbie Housel
(sr., Bloomfield) also performed well
in the final game of their careers.
Moyle ended the season as
leading scorer with sevei I goals and
five assists. Donna Mosher (fr._,
Somerville) added six goals and two
assists in her debut season . .

Field hockey
Union, NJ -The Kean College
Field Hockey team finished its
season Saturday with a 4-1 loss to
East Stroudsburg. The Cougars ended the year with a 4-12 final record,
a slight improvement over last
season's 3-14.
Senior wing Berta Mayor Oersey

Women's tennis
The 1986 Womens' Tennis Team
finished their season with a much
improved record over the 1985 team
record. The netsters battered their
record from a losing 2-9 to a winning 9-5 season.
One of the reasons for the strong
showing is the return of Donna Patton to the # 1 position on the roster.
After a year off for personal reasons,
Donna returned in top form to earn
the title of the 5th best 1st singles
player in the state of N.J. and a
record of 10-3.
Along with Donna came a walkon from Montclair State. Cathy Lim-

ma, who played #1 at Montclair
State College, transferred to Kean to
assume the #2 singles position and
earn an impressive record of 10-4.
Returning from the 1985 team
and playing in the #3 and #4 positions were Becky Gaito and Joia
Dulberg. The team will lose Becky's
strong play next year as her years of
eligibility have expired. Joia improved her record to 10-4 with some
firie, consistent play.
An awesome doubles team of Jenny Arrogante and Michele
Glassman proved to be a constant
win in the line-up, finishing with an

defense backup. The offense is still
ultra powerful however in the
playoffs last season Brian Propp, Ilka Sinisalo and Dave Poulin all
choken and played with stonelands.
Last years second year players Peter
Zezel, Rich Tocchet and Derrick
Smith had unspectacular seasons,
maybe just another case of the
sophomore jinx, but are playing
well so far this year. Rookie goalie
Ron Hextall is playing so fine that
he's stolen the number one job from
Bobby Froese.

Cougars end skid, top Wesley 21-12

Women's Soccer---------Union, NJ-The Kean College
women 's soccer team added two
crucial victories to their record this
week giving them a 12-3-1 mark.
The Cougars defeated Monmouth
College 1-0, and Franklin and Marshall 2-1 , in two important games
improving their already good

Jackson by trade and Randy Gregg,
by retirement.
1. Philadelphia Flyers-Last years
undoing was exhausted defense.
Philly used only Mark Howe, Brad
McCrimmon, Doug Crossman and
Brad Marsh late last year. GM Bobby Clarke made the move of the off
season in acquiring twenty-year-old
blueliner J.J. Daigneault from Van couver. The price was cheap too,
Rich Sutter and goon Dave Richter.
Kerry Huffman, an eighteen-year-old
draftee has made the parent club
and should provide additional

unbelievable 10-1 record and placed 4th in N.J. Intercollegiate
doubles at third doubles.
Also returning from the 1985
squad was Sue Donato, who playing in the 6th singles slot, finished
the season with a .500 record.
All players are eagerly expected
to return for the 1987 season, with
the exception of Becky Gaito.
Needless to say, Coach Candy
Pantano was tremendously pleased
with this season's outcome. She
knew after the second week of the
season it would be a very competitive and hard-working team. She
was right.

touchdown .
Wesley closed out the scoring for
the day when Toby Archer threw a
four yard touchdown pass to Randy Fields.
EXTRA POINTS: The Cougars will

close out the season with two conference contests against Glassboro
and Trenton State. Fishetti is still in
an arm sling and is doubtful for
Glassboro.

Scoring Summary
Kean
6
8
7
Wesley
O
O
12
KWilliams 1 run (kick failed)
K-McGuirl 38 pass from Johnson (wood run)
W-Zemanik 27 run (kick failed)
K-McGuirl 15 pass from Johnson (Mattos kick)
Vv~Fields 4 pass from Archer (kick failed)

0
0

-21
-12

